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FIVE O'CLOCK WRECK EXTRA.

wife. Engineer Selover's family re
DAWSON TEAM FAST ONE
sides in Las Vegas
Some idea of the proposition which
Las Vegas will be called upon' to go
According to the rlrst report to
reach here No. 3 collided with train
up against tomorrow and Sunday in
No. 10. The latter train, however,
its games with Dawson can be gained
passed the limited some- time before
by a perusal of the following clipping
the accident occurred. Every effort
from the Trinidad Chronicle-New- s:
is being made to remove the wreck
"To James Brierly, erstwhile back
age In the shortest possible time. It
stop for Trinidad and now the Hughey
is expected by the officials here that
Jennings of the Dawson team, has
Ing up the debris. The hospital train traffic will be resumed tonight,
fallen the neat task of turning out
IN 2APATLAN
MANY WERE KILL- team to defeat Trinidad. He is to be JOHN
D.
bearing Us maimed and dead, arrived
AND
ROCKEFELLER
ED AND INJURED AND 230
at Albuquerque at 4 o'clock this aft- aided and abetted by "Noisy" Donovan
TELEGRAPHERS CELEBRATE
JOHN W. GATES make dfn.
and Johnny Corich, also former mem
Cedar Rapids, la., June 9. A cele- BUILDINGS WRECKED
ernoon and the Injured passengers
VER BATTLEGROUND
as held nere todav ,n hnor
bers, and there is no mistaking the
AT
and trainmen were hurried In am- - biatlon
of tne twenty-fiftcharacter of the Instructions he""has
anniversary of the
"
""u "
Order of Railroad Teleeranhers. which HAVOC WROUGHT IN COUNTRY received from the Dawson fans. "Beat TEXAN IS THE AGGRESSOR
pany hospital.
w- oreanzed j Odar Rnntrts Tnno
Trinidad is the slogan. Jimmy knows
I
The wreck occurred on a sharp g 1886- - Tne organization started with
to him to do it during th THE
IN
AT RANCHES AND
VILLAGES that it is up
PLUNGER ES
Fourth of July series or forever after
In twenty-liv- e
curve which prevented the trainmen a dozen members.
DAMAGE
WAS
WIDESPREAD
TABLISHES
DISOPPOSITION
hold his peace.",
seelne each other. When the engl- - yars It has developed Into one of the
UNCONFIRMED
SAYS
REPORT
TRIBUTING
STATIONS
ormost
Influential
labor
neers gazed horrified at the tons of largest and
ANOTHER SCORCHING DAY
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Kansas
City, Mo., June 9. The
VOLCANO ADDED TO HORROR
PUTS OUT TANK WAGONS
rails they had no time to apply the n(J
gervlce8 of
M
highest
morning
temperatures of the
was
emergency brokes. The limited
the leading railroad systems of the
year, indicating that today's heat
running down hill at the rate of fully United States, Canada and Mexico. AT TONILTA AND SAN ANDRES would establish a new record for the RATES EXPECTED TO BE SLASHED
fifty miles an hour when the, colli For more than twenty years the order
month of June in the Southwest, were
LAVA BURIED PORTIONS
OF
BY STANDARD TO STIFLE
sion occurred. The work engine, run had Its headquarters In Cedar Rapids
noon
before
10
At
registered
today.
IT
SAID
IS
TOWNS,
COMPETITION
ning light, was making a speed est! but a few years ago the offices were
o'clock the government thermometer
miles an hour.
mated at thirty-fivhere registered 92 degrees! three deremoved to St. Louis
Mexico City, June 9. Several dis
Hoth engines were completely demol
Denver, June 9. The Times today
grees higher than yesterday at the
car
ished. The combination baggage
patches to newspapers here report same hour. Other 10 o'clock temperaays:
nnd buffet, diner and one Pullman
much damage from the earthquake tures follow:
John ID. Rockefeller and John W.
WITHDRAWAL OF
Omaha, 90; Lincoln' 92,
in Zapatlan, in the state of Jalisco.
of the passenger train left the rails
owners, of two of the greatest
Gates,
The railroad station and 230 housese
and
up in the ditch. Many of
oil concerns in America are prepar
were destroyed. It is believed that WHOLE
the passengers were pinned beneath
ing to commence a bitter rate war
FAMILY
the wreckage and it was necessary for
many people were killed and injured
in oil and the opening gun is to be
but the number is not known.
the train crew and the more fortunate
fired In Denver.
nasseneers to chop away a large
At the ranches and the smaller
Thirty-Tw- o
This- announcement comes from an
IS
amount of debris in order to rescue PRESIDENT TAFT APPROVES IN towns in the district great damage
authoritative source and has brought
STRUCTIONS
FOR SENDING
has been suffered. According to these
them. Fortunately the wreck did not
gjreat uneasiness to the Independent
catch fire. Had it done so the loss
SOLDIERS TO HOME POSTS
specials, Collma suffered great dam
concerns
operating in Colorado.
CRIME
BY
REVEALED
FINDING
of life undoubtedly would have been
age. The volcano of that name emit
The
invasion
of Denver territory
OF BODIES OF VICTIMS IN
ted streams of lava which partly
m BC'
Washington, June 9. The second
weeks ago by he , Texas Oil
three
PORTLAND SUBURB
,
it is reported that the wreck was
n CTadua, withdrawal of the buried the towna of San Andrews and
company, owned by Gates, is said to
caused by a misunderstanding of or- - Lrme(f forcea of the Unitd gtateg Tonllta, where many houses were de
be the cause of the proposed fight,
but no details are given of
,
ders, For the past six montns tne ,
Portland, Ore., June 9 William
WBS stroyed,
th viplnitv of
The Texas Oil company recently
Santa Fe has been handling its trains ,aken today President Taft approv. the extent of the destruction.
Hill and wife and their two small chila tract of land three blocks
purchased
The Dead ENGINEER A. Y. GREEN,'. Las Vegas.
dren were beaten to death with an in extent near the Colorado & South
oy a teiepnune madams
a war department order which will
1
.
una-.
.
nave
axe some time last night in their ern
t
Engineer Ureen is saia to
The Injured FIREMAN FLOWERS, Las Vegas, badly
yards. It has erected a temporhome in Ardenwald, a suburb of this
taken the orders given him .by the I n(J so(JIera a(. Gavegton Tex and WIRELESS KEEPS
distributing station and already
ary
scalded and injured internally.
to
time
had
The four bodies were discov Is
Ho
clty
dispatcher, thinking he
r,o
hnroA
four tank wagons.
operating
ered today by Mrs. C. B. Matthews,
make a siding before the arrival of Ca.f
ment wn,ch wi
The trouble between the two finan
ENGINEER GEORGE SELOVER. Las Vegas, serious
classiest
DIAZ
INFORMED
is
the
a
limited
who
No. 3. The
neighbor,
casually called at the ciers came to a head in Colorado a
n In &
internal injuries.
house. Two sheriffs' posses and hun little more
tram run by tne aanta re una
drawa, of tfle j B00 mar,ne8 frQm
than a year ago, when the
dreds of volunteers are searching the Texas
tne rignt OI way over piauuwtwj " Guantanamo, Cuba. The
FIREMAN BRENNAN, Las Vegas, pinned under engine,
sit
company
opened a. distributing
Improved
HEARS OF wild country around, in the hope of
the other trains. Engineer Green, by uation in Mexico 'has made the with- - EXILED
,
at Pueblo.
plant
may he seriously hurt internally.
CIS msunuersianuiiiii ui umcio 6ui u
finding some trace of the murderer.
EARTHQUAKE AND MADERC'S
The rate war that followed with
The bodies of the two young chilNo. 3's time and the fearful accident
CONDUCTOR CLARK, La Junta, head badly cut.
ARRIVAL IN CITY
Standard company has been con
the'
wtere
found In the bedroom.
dren
was the result. The work engine
fined to Pueblo but now that Its rival
Their beads had been split open with
W. E. DAVIS, trainman, head badly cut by flying glass.
FUND FOR HOLLAND
, HERO
waB used by the Santa Fe In moving
On Board Steamship Yperanga, June an axe. In an adjoining room lay has Invaded Denver, the Standard is
The Hague, June 9. Andrew Car- - 9.
ji- the Santa Barbara Pole ana
said to be about to commence a gen
General Porfirlo Diaz received
Cause of the Wreck Collision of Santa Fe train No. 3,
it was annouced here today. news of the earthquake in Mexico the body of Mrs. Hill, her skull crush- eral campaign jto drive the Gates con
Tie company.
negie,
misundersame instrument Hill's
the California Limited, and work engine, due to
The first intimation that a wreck had donated 500,000 florins (about and the arrival of Senor Madero at ed in with the
cern from the state.
was found in another room, also
body
orders.
of
immediatea
of
establishment
here
for
the
reached
$205,000),
occurred
standing
had
the capital by wireless late last night, with the head crushed.
lv after the accident. A member of hero fund in Holland.
while the etreamship was about 1,000
The Scene Domingo, near the switch leading to the tie
STOKES WILL LIVE;
the train crew, who was riding in
miles due east of Cape Hatteras. All
camp.
to
the
gen
wired
ICE
LANDED
ON
car,
observation
commuPASSENGERS
in
the
night long the ship Tras
'
MEETINGS
eral offices here that the train 'had SECTION
Nome, Alaska, June 9. Unable to
nication with the United Wireless op
Time Ten fourteen o'clock this morning.
find an open lead, the, steamer Cor- - NTENDSTOPJOSECUTE
colided with something and had been
erator at Atlantic City and
Number of Passengers More or Less Seriously Injured
wrecked. The message stated the
postponed his usually early wln, whose coming marked the openOCCUPYJMERENCE dent Diazhour
sender had not stopped to ascertain
until long after mid ing of navigation in Behring sea, WOMEN WHO SHOT MILLIONAIRE
the names of which were not available according
Thirty-tw- o,
retiring
hur
had
but
wreck
a
the
cause
of
were
whom
the
of
most
NEW YORK CLUB MAN MUST
making
night to receive all the available news landed her 102 passengers on the solid
to local Santa Fe offices, and
the news BOSTON CONVENTION OF CHARI- of
to
convey
The
shore
to
from
his
miles
Domingo
in
seven
ried
conntry.
ice
today.
happenings
coast
ANSWER FOR ASSAULT
ppints.
through trip to Pacific
to headquarters.
TIES AND CORRECTION MAKES
Diaz read all eagerly. He express passengers, four of whom were women
The limited left Las Vegas this
ed great sorrow 'over the earthquake reached land safely. Sufficient pro
BEST OF TIME
New York, June 9. Prosecution of
made
was
no
time and waa
schedule
that
attempt
afternoon
on
miles
of
d'saster and desired that his sympa- visions for their immediate needs
rate
fifty
at
morning
the
Running
two women who shot W. E. D.
the
communicated to his were brought In by dog sleds.
it struck the
to secure the names of the injured running on time when
Boston, June 9. Section meetmga thy should be
of
the
umber
pas
an hour, Santa Fe train No. 3, the
A
Stokes, the aged millionaire proprie
large
work engine.
annual conference people. He said that he hoped
of the thirty-eightwere hurried from
traffi3
on
as
serious
They
passengers.
less
on
train,
were
the
would
casualties
prove
tor
of the Hotel Ansonia, will begin
sengers
of Charities and Correction were held
crack California Limited, collided
CAPITALIST SHOT
the scene of the wreck as rapidly as to California Is exceptionally heavy. here this forenoon. "Sex Hygiene'' further investigation.
as soon as Mr. Stokes' condition enDiaz is enjoying his sea trip and
So far as Is known no Las Vegas
with a work engine on the main line
hall meetables him to appear against them.
they could be removed to a relief neoDle were on the train. A report was the topic at the Ford
vfgorously that he is much
declares
MAID
Rich
Dr.
BY
FRENCH
was
addressed
which
by
this
morning
ing,
N.
M.,
near Domingo,
His attorney reiterated this statement
train which was Bent out from Albu- that William Burks of this city had ard C Cabot of Boston, Miss Laura Improved 'n health. The weather has
W.
A.
beaa
today in reply to rumors that the
at 10:14 o'clock. Engineer
heen killed in the wreck had not
B. Garrett of New York, Or. William been fine.
querque.
The
afternoon.
SAN FRANCISCAN case might be dropped.
confirmed late this
PROMINENT
Green of the crew of the work enThe information received here in steel equipment of the limited is said Healy of Chicago, and others.
BANK CALL ISSUED
ASSAIL?
At the hospital Mr. Stokes was reWOUNDED
in
FATALLY"
interested
betemperance
Delegates
died
has to have been responsible for the sav
9. The compJune
gine was fataly injured and
Washington,
conregard to the details of the wreck
of
a
cause
inebriates
held
and the
ANT IN JAIL
ported as improving.
issued a
passengers
fore being removed from the scene of been meager. General Superintendent ing of the lives of
tinued meeting in Twentieth Century troller of the currency today condition
At present the police are somewhat
coacnes
to
of
the
who were riding in the
call for a statement
9.
the wreck. Engineer George Selover J. M. Kurn of the western grand divi- ward the front of the train, In spita hall.
The condi- at sea owing to the conflicting stories
June
San
Francisco,
7.
June
banks
national
all
of
A section meeting continued the
tion of C. Frederick Kohl, prominent told by the principal's in Wednesday
of the crew of the engine drawing sion and Superintendent F. L. Myers of the reinforcement of steel, ho
at
and
reclaiming
of
housing
subject
cspltalist and club man, who was shot night's shooting. Miss Graham says
Firethe cars were badly damaged.
the limited, was badly injured.
numbered among its
It
of the New Mexico division, accom- ever,
nmnAaA
hall,
Lorirter
by Adele
UrlJU.
VUUVU
CARNEGIE
Had they been of the lighter variety
had engaged a lawyer Beveral
Bacon
Fellows
man Flowers of the work engine was
Albion
in the that she
Domingo,-leavinformerly
speakers
to
M.
French
maid,
crew
a
teleVerge,
would have been
panied the wrecking
the shooting to sue Mr.
probably
before
they
days
exof Evansvlle, Ind.
the employ of Mrs. Kohl, was slightly Stokes for defamation of character,
badly scalded before he could be
here as soon as news of the scoped or demolished with terrible
"Two section meetings, held in PilI0RGAN improved this morning andNo Iteffortis
COERCE
tricated from the twisted masses of wreck had been received. They are loss of life. The scene of the wreck
considand
hall,
hall
Kingsley
one.
thought he may recover.
was a
'f he badly grim
and lasteel into which the two locomotives
of
standards
to
living
the
the
has been made to locate or extract
we."o
ered
and
trainmen
supervision
injured
giving personal
paFengers
DYNAMITE SUSPECTS
and
training
of
and
the
securing
bor
way.
a row along tne right of
had been converted by the impact
VICE'PRES. GAYLEY OF STEEL the bullet lodged in his breast.
case of the injured and the removal laid in
workers. ;ine lapor
Adele. Verge spent the night at the
Cots were imp'ovised from the bed of settlement
CORPORATION SO DECLARES
Fireman
Brennan,
the collision.
of the wreckage. Though it is de- ding in .';ne' puuman cars.
The meeting heard addresses on standard
PLEAD
prison in constant prayers for the
city
GIVEN
ON WITNESS STAND
womfor
hours
train-Vand
Hysterica!
Brakeman Davis and Conductor Clark,
of her victim.
working
payment
recovery
Santa' Fe offices it is groans Of
, and dying
injured
cf4 at the
Mrs.
and unnerved she would only say in
were also injured but it is not
Vere pitiful. While Engineer en and girls by of Raymond
"
died
9. Denial - that
.
TiiiriiBP
Selover
June
Women's
Wnshimrton.
the
president
reply to questions that she did not SUPERIOR COURT AT LOS ANGE
GJftVm was pinned under his. engine
reported .mm
and Miss Jose- Andrew Carnegie, by threats, com know why she shot Kohl and did not
thought they are seriously hurt. ,
Union
Trade
league,
woreu
result
LES RENDERS RULING
of,
the
tte
trainmen and passengers
this afternoon as
Goldmark, secretary of the Na- tilled the' formation of the United want him to die.
phine
Of the Injured trainmen, wit
him.
Manj
TO DEFENSE
extricate
tne ex.
to
heroically
eub- - States Steel corporation and the ac
'
injuries.
handkerchiefs tied tional Consumers' league. The
declared she had bought the pis
She
with
passengers
of
Condudr Clark, are resiceptlon
To the number
1ect of a vofessional training school kuowledgement that the steel interests tol from which the shot was fired
Varying reports as.
about Weeding wounds in their heads
Los Angeles, June 9 The first imsocial workers was considered by before that organization counselled
an
4i'ere.
It
for
dents of Las Vegas.
in
saws
received
"ago as a protection
months
wielded hammers and
many
of dead have been
battle between the prosecufrom Professor R. C. McCrea of New York, with the railroads as to the price of against the men she says Kohl and portant
the defense in the cases of
and
tion
It was stated at the Santa Fe, of was, at. first stated that ix persons effort to remove other persons
of
and others.
steel, today marked the testimony
her
to
hired
Miller
persecute
more
Frank
two
A. P. Maple and F.
debris,
and
the
H.
Connors,
B.
of the
Knfes Gavley.
fices here late this afternoon, that had been killed outrigIA
with an attempt
to a report given out by
. Later
charged
Bender,
According
Ira
reports
Carinjured.
corporation and an officer of the
Fe
Santa
STRIKE
the
of
none of the passengers was uied or were fatally
of explosives,
use
PASSERS
offices
the
COAL
the general
to injure by
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denied this.
June 9. A Ticeifl concern for many years,
'
Lt-hall of rectwo were killed in the
county
Eng.,
:n
Angeles
the
Southampton,
Toiieka,
on
9.
Debate
"steel trust" invest!
seriously injured, althoug'y between
Washington, June
News of the Wreck was telegraphed wreck. These were Engineer Green strike of coal passers broke out here fore the house
a
in
resulted
victory for the
committee.
the wool tariff revision bill was re ords,
twenty-fiv- e
and thirty y
when
Judge Willis of
defense
today,
,ni enffer. to Las Vegas and to Albuquerque by and Fireman Flowers. No confirma todav. The American line steamer gating
Mr. Gayley said such understand sumed, today in the house. Repre
New
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for
A
death
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to
crew.
scheduled
court,
nt
thn train
gave another week
ed injuries. Many of t
tion of the reported
St. Paul,
ru,
declared the superior
M injured pas
and Ings with the railroads were neces sentative Hull of Tennessee
to prepare to
be
will
which
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delayed
received
loaded
defense
to
the
has
been
tomorrow,
York
coaches,
of
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of nine
to prevent a monopoly in the that he believed the passage
sengers were severe'
havsary
cut by Droken nttl train
is
liner
Olympic
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and
the, prosecution to
backbone plead
The limited was pulled by engine the White Star
nurses and surgical
uu
crew. steel business, and denied that Mr. measure would "break the
a
of the testimony
in
glass or suffered r yrokea llmDS. Tbey
obtaining
the
deliver
passenger
fast
of
transcript
the
d'fficulty
6ald
one
1217.
ing
"utiles was dispatched at once from! ,No.
as charged by John W of republican protection." He
on the A whole fleet of ships chartered by Carnegie,
the
before
H
sneed
Jury to their
taken
for
grand
Hpatimed
wool,
In
will be cared for
free
believed
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la the Santa Fe hos-- Albuquerque. The wrecker was sent mountain divisions. The work en- - the government and others for the dates,' had held up Jt Plerpont Mor- that while he
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least
at
attorneys
time
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time set for pleading.
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Invention of S. H. Harrington, of New
York. In this tie safety device is GET-RICH-QUIHOY
suspended from a pole alongside the
track far above anything which could
A short iron bar
Interfere with it.
such a manner
In
a
chain
from
hangs
that It will strike against a horizontal transverese level attached to the
roof of the cab, moving the lever and
causing a service application of the
air brakes throughout the train, be
"BLIND TALKS TO BOSTON CONFERENCE
R. SHELDON,
DESPITE
SAFETY APPLIANCES, sides sounding a whistle to alarm the CHARLES
ALLEGED
TO
ON WORK I NGM EN'S INSURat
Is
POOL
WIZARD,".
set
When
the
signal
THEY ARE USELESS UNLESS
engineer.
Is lifted high enough
STOLEN
the
ANCE AND EFFICIENCY
HAVE
$2,000,000
weight
clear,
EMPLOYES ACT
to act by Inertia, thus avoiding any
so that the apparatus Is free
Boston, June 9. The huge waste
Montreal, June 9. The trial has
How shall we prevent careless or rigidity
from distributing influences. The writ commenced here of Charles D. Shel- of the
present industrial system in
sleepy engineers from running past ers says In conclusion:
"blind pool wizard," America was
don, the
heavily scored by Louis
block signals? asks the Literary Dfimethods of
whose
"Experience with this form of
D. Brandeia of this city in an adigest It would seem the height of
control has shown Its re- nance are said to have cost Canad- dress on
'"Workingmen's Insurance
absurdity to spend a fortune on an liability and success. By attaching the ians many thousands of dollars. The
to Social Efficiency," bethe
Road
elaborate signal system and then aldistant signal, or to charges on which he is being tried fore the National Conference of
apparatus- a to- the
.
IV.
low employes to act as if it did not a
He is
pole 1,000 ieet m aavance 01 iue are those of embezzlement
Charities and Correction here last
exist. The matter may obviously be Rpmanhore. the train is stopped at alleged to have fleeced his victims
night. Mr. Brandeis said in part:
regulated by cutting out the engineer's the signal whenever it is set at dan out of sums aggregating nearly
"Throughout the ciivlized world a
brain and will altogether from the
So far as is known he is
ger, even in time of fog or storm,
sense of social responsideveloping
chain of causes connecting the setting when the engineer may not be able to now practically penniless.
has compelled the community
bility
ot the signal and the stoppage of the
Sheldon's operations in Montreal
see, distinctly. With such a device it
train. In other Words, we may make is Impracticable for the engineer to began about three years ago when to support in some manner its needy
the signal itself stop the train, wheth- run past the signal, even If he Is dis- he opened an office and carried on members, whatsoever the cause of
er the engineer likes it or not. Can posed to take that risk, the action be- an Investment and brokerage busi their inabilty to support themselves.
we are passing
In
this be done? Tripping devices on the ing taken entirely out of his hands and ness, advertising extensively. For a fromgranting this aid
emotional charity to
sporadic,
satisnot
25
have
track
proved entirely
placed In control of Inanimate and au- time, It is said, he paid from
organized charity, and from mere refactory, but we are told in Cassler's tomatic mechanism."
to 60 per cent on the Investments lief to preventive measures. We have
Magazine (New York, May) that an
monthly, and In a short time money to learn that financial dependence
automatic train stopping device hangcame pouring Into his office from all
among the wag earners is due ia
ing from a pole beside the track has
parts of Canada. Agents were em- a large part to sickness, accident, Inbeen In active use on the Northern
ployed In many towns and cities to validity, superanuation or unemploysolicit and collect money for him on ment, or to the premature, death of
railway of New Jersey for several
been
baa
actuated
It
that
a 10 per cent commission.
years, and
the bread winner of the family. ConA metal trades council was ormore than 1,000 times by trains atLast summer the newspapers began tingencies like these, referred to in
at Newport News, an
tempting to run past the danger sig- ganized recently
investigation of his business and Individual cases as misfortune, are
nals, demonstrating its effectiveness. Va.
an expose of his methods followed, now recognized as ordinary incidents
The figures of the Grand Trunk Sheldon maintained that he was do- of the lives of
This being the case, there would seem
the wage earners, and
show the
to be no reason why other roads railway for the half-yeaing a legitimate business and offer- must be met by comprehensive system
should not participate in these bene- Lss to the company from the strike ed to submit his books to the crown of workingmen's Insurance.
was 1700,000.
fits. We read:
attorney for complete investigation
"American democracy rests upon
Brewery workers at Chicago have On October 13 he suddenly fled from the basiB of the free citizen. Po"It has'long been realized that, with
agree- the city before the offiicals had an
the Increasing speed and frequency of negotiated a new three-yea- r
litically an American workingman is
which
ment
with
the
gives opportunity to Investigate further,
brewers,
locostrain
with
and
the
upon
trains,
free eo far as laws can make him
motive engineers due to the cor- all the workers an advance in wages.
He was lost sight of until March so but is he really free, can any
One hundred thousand cards adver- 27 last, when he was located and ar- man
responding increase of responsibility,
be really free who is constantly
there should be some positive and me- tising union label firms will be dis- rested in Pittsburg. In that city he In danger of becoming dependent for
chanical appliance to aid in insuring tributed throughout the country Dy bad been playing the stock market mere subsistence upon somebody and
observance of the warning of signals. the Textile Workers' International and it is believed that he had lost all something else thau his own exertion
of the money which he had taken and conduct. Men are not free while
The modern block system Is perfect in union.
Trainof
Brotherhood
The
Railway
with
him from Montreal. The police financially dependent upon the will
and
complete mechanically,
theory
until the man himself is reached, and men at its recent convention in
investigation following, his arrest de- of other individuals. Financial dePa., decided on San Fran- veloped that he had lived In Scranton, pendence is consistent with freedom
at that point the human and fallible
element enters, and with it the possi- cisco ps the place for the next con- Pa., before coming to Montreal. In only where the claim eo spport rests
1913.
the Pennsylvania city he was .known upon right and not upon favor.
bility of failure and disaster. When vention to be held in
The Supreme Court of Kansas re as Charles D. Washburn and under
the signal is set at clear, the train Is
"The cost attending freedom is usupermitted to proceed at full speed, cently handed down a decision that that name he is said to have been ally high and the cost of providing to
law of that state ao Involved in some shady financial the
and when It Is set at danger the train the eight-hou- r
workingman, as essential to free
i
supposed to be stopped. Unless plies to all work performed by cl'.y transactions. Sheldon is also alleged dom, a comprehensive and adequate
to have been in trouble some years
some automatic mechanical appliance employes in municipal plants.
system of insurance will prove to be
in Brockton, Mass.
to
will
made
be
ago
Efforts
must
organize
of
this
the
train
used,
h
no exception to this general rule. Few
stopping
be effected by the engineer himself; the chambermaids employed in no
intellijnent property owners omit to
and if, for any reason voluuntary ot large hotels of San Francisco. The
insure against fire. Everybody, rec
MAY TAKE
involuntary,' he does not act, the whole American Federation of Labor has MORSE
ognizes the fire insurance premium
to
a
charter.
value
of
the
them
as a current expense, and yet the
signal system agreed
give
protective
if Ineffective. These facts have caused The Slate and Tile Hoofers' union
chance of loss by fire is veryslight
' to devise automatic
STOREY'S POSITION as compared with the chance of loss
many engineers
at Toronto, Ont., will present a peU-tioto a man by sickness, accident or pre
to employers asking for an inapparatus which shall act without human intervention If the engineer fails crease of five cents an hour. The
mature
death.
Every intelligent
to heed the warning of the semaphore present rate of wages is 35 cents an REPORTED THAT CHIEF ENGI manufacturer makes In some form a
NEER OF SANTA FE WILL
and; while the construction of such a hour.
regular charge for depreciation of
device seems simple at first glance,
machinery and plant, and yet the de
BE PROMOTED
The West Virginia Supreme Court
preciation of a man through invalpractical experience has shown many has decided that coal companies thit
difficulties to be surmounted If reliable employ boys under fourteen years of
and superannuation is no less
idity
C. A. Morse, at present chief engiaction Is to be Insured.
age, the limit set by statute, are lia neer of the Santa Fe system with certainly and frequently more severe
"Mechanical tripping devices, raised ble for any Injuries sustained by the headquarters at Topeka, will In all than the depreciation of machinery.
manufacturer rec
from the ground to a position where boys.
probability be appointed to succeed Every intelligent
they engage with a projection on the
Organizations affiliated with the Wi. E. Storey as vlcerpresident in ognizes rent, interest and taxes as a
locomotive when the signal itself is American Federation of Labor have charge of construction, Mr. 'Storey current daily charge which continues,
although his plant is shut down or op
set at danger, have been found liable increased their membership by 200,-00- having been promoted to first
in the last twelve months. There
to derangeemnt from many causes,
of the company, vice John erating at less than full capacity;
but the cost to the empoyer of car
and are especially unreliable and in- are more than 1,800,000 paying mem- W. Kendrick, resigned.
rying an unused plant is not as great
effective in the stormy, weather of the bers in the organization.
current
is
the report
At least, that
as the cost to the em
The eight-hou- r
winter season. At the very time when
day will go Into ef In local railroad circles. It is also relatively
of
himself and family
ploye
carrying
in
all
fect
a
for
shift
will
be
are
and
understood that there
trains
telegraphers employed
delayed
disorganized by
while unemployed.
heavy snows, such devices, with mov- Western Union offices In New York about in official circles all the way
"What sum would be required aning parts close to the ground, become City this month. Wages will be in- down the line as the result of the
unreliable and ineffective, and so fall creased also, so that the best men promotion, although whether It will nually to provide an adequate sys
will receive $100 a month.
to meet the requirements. Other
affect any of the local heads of de- tem of. workingmen's insurance can
not be determined from existing data,
In the 398 trade unions of Great partments is Impossible tp say.
automatic devices involve the
The elevation of Mr. Morse, if It The cost would obviously vary great
use of electric currents, with Insula- Britain, with a net membership of
tion of Important parts of the machin- 757,430, making returns to the board takes place as expected, will please ly in different occupations and com
ery and track, rendering them undesir- of trade, 25,030 (or 3.3 per cent) wero offileal circles here. Mr. Morse has munities. An amount equal to 10
able to be exposed to the rough usage returned as being unemployed at the made seevral trips over the line, stop- per cent of current wages would go
ping here on numerous occasions and far towards relieving In many inand varying climatic conditions inevit- end of February, 1911.
to
Ameriwere
has
Higher wages
many friends at this point on the dustries the distress now incident to
paid
able in active railway service.
can
sickness, accident, invalidity, premafarm
1910
laborers
than
system.
during
"Under such a state of affairs it is
ture death, superannuation and unem
not to be wondered that railway men at any time In the last forty-fivployment of the wage earner. But
NEW WOMAN'S LABOR LAW
have been distinctly skeptical as to years, according to the latest govern'
is certain that the proceeds of even
it
ment
of
as
9.
Thousands
statistics, which give $27.50
Seattle, June
the practicability of producing an auso
the
large a charge as 10 per cent
farra
of
state
women
the
average
wage
monthly
throughout
working
g
tomatic
device which
of
the
average daily wage, would, un
laborers.
of Washington are to benefit by the
should be free from these objections,
The cloth hat and cap makers' un- eight hour law which went into opera der present conditions, afford mere
and which should be found operative
alleviation If not indemnity for
ion now has a membership of thre.? tion
today. The new law, which was
at all times, independently of rains,
thousand. It has been decided that enacted toy the legislature at Its last the losses now attendant upon those
snows, or casual obstructions upon the the
general executive board shall get session, provides that no woman or contingencies in the life of the workground."
The cost of providing comin town with the United Hatters of
girl employed In a mercantile estab ingman.
The device that has alreay been North America for the
would
disindemnity
probably
purpose of
lishment, office, laundry, hotel or res plete
mentioned as in practical use Is the cussing
amount
an
to 25 per
reach
equal
amalgamation.
taurant shall be permitted to work
more than eight hours a day. The pen cent of the average dally wage, for
the premiums requisite to securing
alty is a fine of' $10 to $100 for each
from losses incident to
violation. The laundrymen are not Indemnity
accident,
sickness,
invalidity, premasatisfied 'with the law, declaring that
ture f'eath or superannuation would
to
be
will
much
obliged
they
employ
15 per cent of the
additional
It is understood they probably aggregate
while the average perEvery person afflicted with an old sore realizes, sooner or later, will make help.
wage,
daily
a
test case.
lhat the ulcer exists because of bad blood; the character and condition
centage required to indemnity for unof the place depending on the nature of the blood infection. Virulent
employment duo Co lack of work
SOUTHERN Y W. C. A.
would probably reach about 10 per
impurities in the circulation produce angry, discharging ulcers, while
Ashevllle, N. C, June 9. The an cent. This huge and apparently promilder, inert germs are usually manifested in the form of indolent
nual
southern general conference of hibitive
sores or dry, scabby places.
an
cure
never
External treatment can
expense should not, however,
internal trouble, therefore no one should depend upon salves, washes, the Young Women's Christian Asso deter us from taklne action now. it
lotions, etc., alone to cure a chronic sore. It is necessary to remove ciation began here today and will should, on the contrary, Incite us to
the cause before the place can heal. S.S.S. heals Old Sores by going continue for ten days. Several hun- Immediate and vigorous measures. It
down into the circulation and removing the impurities and germs dred delegates are in attendance from would disclose how vast the waste
which are responsible for the place.- - In addition to purifying the blood college, city, rural and industrial
social and Industrial
to
S.S.S. enriches this vital fluid so that the irritated flesh around' an old branches of the association through- conditionspresent
Is. and when the extent of
sore is naturally and thoroughly stimulated, and a permanent cure out the south. An instructive pro- bat waste shall have been determinS.S. S. is gram of papers, addresses and dis ed
results, because every morbid influence has been removed.
made clear to our people, a
the best of all blood purifiers and therefore a natural remedy for old cissions dealing with all phases of lontrand forward
will have been takstet)
Book on Sores and Ulcers and medical advice free. S.S.S. the association work has been presores.
to
road
on
en
the
Improvement and
is sold at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, CA.
pared for the gathering.
resulting social economy."
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BRANDE S SCORES
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WRECKS STILL

ERPLACED

ON TRIAL

A QUESTION

INDUSTRIAL
WASTE

HA. ?

SATURDAY

7:30

EVENING,

TO

zrr

9:30

SATURDAY EVENING AFTER SUPPER SALES are continuing in popularity.
who attend one of these sales are almost sure to attend the following ones.
sales are all LUCKY SALES for those who attend them lucky, because unusual
Our sale Saturday evemag
values are always to be had in new desirable merchandise.
will be No. 13, and a

O'UR

LUCKY 13

it will prove for all who visits our store from 7:30 to 9:30 Saturday evening.
Our selections for this sale are unusually strong values and LUCKY indeed are those who
attend and get their share of the choice bargains. Never have such rediculously low prices

FOR CASH

Labor Notes

TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED

ONLY-N- O

12 k India Linon 8c

55c Ribbons 17c
1000 yards of all Silk Ribbons, either Satin or
Taffeta,' widths ranging from No. 40 to
No. 120, worth from 22c to 55c per yard,
tot our After Supper Sale

A good grade of India Linon, our regular 12

1
-

quality, Saturday evening at our After Supper O

J

$1.75 Wrappers 65c
Our entire stock of Wrappers, made from Percale and light weight Flannelette in light
or dark Gray,. Black and White or Navy,
neatly trimmed with braid, worth $1.25
to $1.75 each, for our After Supper Sale,
choice

yards of this season's Embroideries, both
edges and insertions, ranging in width
to 10 inches, worth from 17
from 1
to 30c per yard, for our After Supper
Sale, per yard

Jy

Sale, per yard

30c Embroideries 11c
1500

be here at 7:30 sharp and prove to your-

COME

been quoted on such desirable merchandise.
self that No. 13 is indeed a lucky number.

1-
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WHAT DID HE MEAN?

n

CO

NQ!

EMF

"3o" - Flanders "20"
ARE YOU INTERESTED?

0

e

train-stoppin-

se

es

Phone Haiti 60
and arrange for demonstration date
,

The Judge

No, my conscience doesI give a man a life
sentence, if I'm sure of his guilt. But
I suppose yours does?
The Preacher How do you mean?
The Judge Why, .you sentence
many innocent men for life and then
collect a fee for doing it.

n't hurt me when

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Laa
Vegas. New Mexico.
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in Connection.

SEVEN HOUSES

CURES
OLD SORES

East Las Vejps, N M Albuquerque, N.
M.,
N. M.
Corona, N. M. , Rowe, N. M Pecos,Tucumcari,
N M '
Trinidad, Colorado
The Palmist (gasing thoughtfully
on palm of strange gentleman) I can
see that you are a suburbanite.
Suburbanite How in the world can
you tell that?
The Palmist By the corns.
Suburbanite Corns T
The Palmist Yes. Tou have been
using the rake so much you havt
corns on your palms.
Visitor Are you at the
your cass in school?
Johnny Not exactly; but
that is at the head of my
school isn't in my class in
St. Louis Times.

IS

OEM,

J2J

head of

the boy
class in
baseball.

AND

HAS

Made from distilled

IJMNG.

QUALITIES

water

Cet Us $i)ow You
-

PHONE 227 MAIN
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KEEPING A PRESIDENT IN PHYSICAL TRIM

OHLMEYER AND

There Are Many Things He Has to Do Which are Quite as Important, at Least to
Him, as Attending Cabinet Meetings.
Br BDWASD C. LOVSY

When President Taft weighs 300
pounds he Is In the pmfc, of condition.
When he scales down to 280 he is
trained to the minute and right on
edge. He works best at 300: that is
what he weighs now. At this weight
he is in perfect condition. His skin
is pink and rosy, his eyes bright and
clear, and he is at the top of his physical powers. All day long the president is subjected to demands and importunities that make a constant drain
on his good humor, his natural buoyancy, his cheerfulness and his nervous
strength. Experience has proved to
him that he is better fitted to cope
with the, dally demands made upon
him when ho weighs 300 pounds than
at any other weight.
Mr. Taft Is in training.
He is always In training.
He never breaks
training. He lives under as strict a
discipline as a football man, or a track
man, or a crew man. He lives at train-luin the White House. His diet is
trescribed, his exercise Is prescribed,
the hours that he shall devote to play
and the hours that he shall devote to
work are carefully laid down and scrupulously followed. Mr. Taft, since he
went Into training, has learned something about himself, and so has his

im

CaUitrt WtcUr.

HIS BAND IS
WONDERFUL

MASTER
Mr. Taft at that time weigh- TERRIFIC DRILL
BUILT
UP
UNEXCELLED
300
more
tnan
dressed for breakfast. He has one ed considerably
pounds.
SICAL ORGANIZATION
chop, or a small piece of beefsteak, He had been working very hard with-

er bath, a light rub

down, and is then

3

IT PAYS

WHY

HAS

1905-0-

TO BUY

MU-

gluten crackers and fruit at this first out any physical exercise, and had nevThe Ohlmctyer band is again on
meal of the day; nothing more. After er given any thought to his diet. In
the
Mr.
artistic deck, and will be heard
Taft
breakfast he goes directly to the exe- the first three months that
his
reduced
was
be
in
in
this
weight
training
city at a matinee and evencutive offices in a wing of the White
House. His whole day Is apportioned to 267 pounds. Then he began his ing concert on June 14. in the musFor purposes of illustration I have travels which took, him to the Philip- ical field of the entire West, Henry
taken from the president's engagement pines, Cuba, Panama, and Porto Rico, Ohlmeyer is a distinct and aggres'
book a literal cony of a tvnical dav and it was not until June, 1909, after sive personality.
.
in January while congress was in ses- bis inauguration as president, that he
From the first this band has been
began his exercises and diet again.
sion:
of unusual calibre, and with increas
At first the exercises were prudent ing resources its performances have
9:30 to 10:00 Mail.
and considerable time ranked higher and higher in the scale
10:30 to 1 : 30 Representative Moon ly moderate,
was spent in resting. As the days of art. A terrific drill master, Mr.
and about thirty boys from Girard Col
went by he worked harder and rested Ohlmeyer has worked up a perfect
lege respects. Representative Butler
less. By and by he did some wrestling ensemble, and his numbers are mod
and committee of three of Society of
an admirable form of exercise to els of detail. And it Is detail, you
Friends to present memorial. T. J.
which the president was accustomed known, which makes the small-grea- t
Man, P. H. Morrlssey and committee while a student
at Yale. At the logic- difference between mediocrity and a
rf railroad trainmen. Secretary Knox. al
of the training be did some production of inspirational sort.
stage
Secretary Dickinson. Attorney- - Gener-E- l
of the Ohlmeyer
The ground-worboxing. The first part of the daily
Wlckersham.
Secretary
Nagel. exercises to reduce the abdomen was
has
then
been the clean,
production
Paymaster-Genera- l
Whipple. Joseph serious work for the president. Wrest careful
and the
instrumentation,
R. Wing of tariff board. Mr. McDou- and boxing were work and fun smooth skilled blending of the tone- ling
gald, Canadian Commissioner of Cus cs well.
body of the band itself. To this have
toms, and Mr. Russell. Mr. Northcutt,
added soloists of international
been
an
for
Mr.
worked
Taft
Ultimately,
newly appointed Minister to Nicar
as and national reputation.
breathed
He
hour
every
morning.
agua. Colonel eGorge S. Anderson
as an athlete and rapidly im
Finally, Mr. Ohlmeyer is a master
respects. Bishop W. J. Gaines re deeply
boxand
his
in
builder, combining novelty
program
wrestling
proved
speed
spects. Nineteen senators. Forty-sev-e- n
At the end of his exercises he in good music with classic standards
ing.
representatives.
trainer.
took a bath and had breakfaBt. Late and popular trifles in a very excel
1:30 Lunch.
in the afternoon he usually went to lent way. ,'
in the beginning when Mr. Taft be2:30 to 3:30 Mail and signing.
The solo contingent of the Ohl
to
the golf links or else for a horseback
be
concerned about his bulk, he
gan
3:30 to 5:00 Exercise (walk.)
ride. The tremendous strain to which mejyer band is headed by none less
weighed about 340 pounds. His single
5:00 to 7:30 Secretary
Ballinger, the president of the United States Is than the foremost fluegel horn play
idea in starting regular exercise was
to reduce his weight. He pulled him' Commissioner Valentine, Mr. S. E. subjected practically necessitates such er in America, Herr Franz Helle, who
self down to 267 pounds, but found Nicholson conference Minnesota In- diversions. The president learned that will add the silver soprano of his
a draBtic limitation upon one's food instrument to the ensemble as be
that involved too great a drain on his dian treaties.
Water His Only Beverage
in quantity and kind, resulted in t fore.
nervous resources.
He was allowed
Otto Jacobs, the Belgium euphon
chronic
state of weakness and a crav
At lunch Mr. Taft has fruit, or a fresh
gradually to take on weight until he
found the point at which his physical vegetable salad, lettuce, or something ing that was out of Joint with nature ium soloist did splendid work last sea
powers were highest. Through the of the sort, and for dinner a small Slow starvation meant to him irrit son, and the redoubtable strength of
winter months Mr. Taft keeps at his quantity of clear soup, one slice of ability and the devil's tatoo upon his the cornet band may be understood
present weight. In the summer when meat, two green vegetables and a nerves. Mr. Taft has fire enough In when it is known that John Hughes
he Is away from Washington he takes light desert. Water Is his only bever tbe form of food to maintain the usual Is also included in the brass soprano.
The programs to be given will merit
more exercise and keeps himself down age at any time. He does not drink balance of his strength and temper.
the attention bf all who delight in
"io 280 or 285 pounds.
That Is his tea, coffee, chocolate or cocoa or any
A Conscientious Worker
fighting weight below which he may sort or wine or liquor; neither does
Mr. Taft doesn't get much fun out military bands as exponents of really
not reduce without decreasing both his "r:e smoke. Mr. Taft Is enabled to of his Indoor exercises. Some morn fine music not as medium for the
nervous energy and physical strength. keep his strength on this comparative- ings after he has been up late the expulsion of mere violent noise.
Mr. Taft keeps himself in physical ly restricted diet because he has an night before, it Is an awful pull on his
As a conductor Mr. Ohlmeyer Is
trim Just like any other athlete. He almost perfect digestion and is able to will power to tumble out of bed and quiet, forceful, magnetic, excellent in
has a physical director or trainer, who assimilate practically every ounce of go through forty minutes or a hour command and keenly alive to the fin
works with him every morning and food that he swallows. This easy. of calisthenics. He doesn't work with est .possibilities' of the music under
prescribes his exercises, his diet, and quick assimilation accounts in no weights or dumb-bellThe exercises consideration.
takes general control of his bodily small degree for his great weight, for are confined to stoopings and tend
It has made a different he Is a man who loves the good things ings and going through the form of Whooping ongh is not dangerous
man of him. Four years ago his face of the table, and had never restricted rope skiptng without a rope. It is a when the cough is kept loose and
easy by giving Chamwas heavy and pasty and covered with himself until he went into training.
tedious and not a verytenlivenlng per expectoration
berlain's Cougtt Remedy. It has been
k
a fine
Mr. Taft's second period of exercise formance. But it is not of record that used In many epidemics of this dis
of little purplish veins.
Kls eyes were dull more often than is an our and a half between 3:30 and Mr. Taft has ever skipped a morning ease with perfect success. For sale
not.
Today any one who knows r o'clock in the afternoon. In the win since he went into training or has by all druggists.
:bout the physical conditioning of men ter he usually takes a walk covering shirked any part of the work prescrib
HARVARD CLUBS MEET
would need only a glance to tell him from four to six miles about the parks ed for him. He does the things he is
Minneapolis, Minn., June 9. Hun
In the told to do, because it has been proved
that Mr. Taft was "fit," but he keeps or streets of Washington.
of Harvards graduates from all
dreds
lntelli-gentl"fit" only by unending work
spring or summer when In Washing- to him that he is better off for doing
Min
directed.
ton he plays golf at Chevy Chase or them, and he goes through with it as parts of the country gathered in
to
renew
acquaintance
today
neapolis
rides on horseback. Of course, while he does most disagreeable things with
A Typical Day
and to Join in singing the praises of
.Mr. Taft's day in the White House at Beverly his routine is changed and a cheerful, good humor and without
their alma mater. The occasion is the
l'egins at 6:45 a. m.,' when he gets out he has much more outdoor exercise, complaint.
fifteenth annual meeting of the AssoTo a man who carries 300 pounds
of bed and puts on a Jersey, a pair of sometimes playing nine holes at golf
ciated Harvard clubs. The members
linen trousers and gymnasium shoes, in the morning and eighteen holes In above his feet, walking is no light
held
their annual business session this
President Roosevelt turned of the the afternoon. If he Is to be on the exercise. And Mr. Taft does not get
at the Radlsson hotel and
morning
Mr.
the
once
Lnks
day
during
only
a great deal of enjoyment winter af
large upusTalrs rooms In the White
afternoon
this
they were taken on
House into a gymnasium. It is still Taft invariably goes over the full ternoons out of the four or five miles
rides
about the city Toautomobile
be walks he sets himself to do. It is at the
ied as such by Mr. Taft. The presl course. In Washington
will
be
morrow
spent at Lake Mlnne-tonkdent meets his trainer Barker prompt around the Speedway or through the beginning of spring that Mr. Taft's
the
in
and
evening the gatherly at seven o'clock every morning that Mall or up around the Capitol before real fun in taking exercise begins. He
will close with a banquet in St.
ing
to
en
House
to
the
White
he is In Washington. First, he has returning
likes to ride, and he Is as devoted to Paul. Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell,
presi
three or four minutes of deep breath- gagements that keep him In his office golf as any man who plays the game. dent of Harvard
is
here
University,
a
state
The president is a real golfer. He as
ing. This is followed by various setti- until dinner time. If there is
of the convention.
the
guest
the
White
at
the
dinner
House,
ng-up
presl
into
out
exercises that bring
play
plays primarily for the fun he gets
f.ll qf the muscles of the body. Then dent does not go abroad in the even- of It and not for the exercise. When
Mr. Taft runs or goes through the mo- ing, but if he dines alone with his he is playing he forgets everything
tion of skipping rope for five or ten family or with one or two friends he else. A bird dog in a field with
minutes. In the summer months at in very apt to go to the theater and covey of partridges is not more intent
Beverly this morning exercise is var- later to some public banquet where he on the business in hand than Mr. Taft MRS. E. KARBERG SAYS IT IS
ied by boxing and wrestling. As these is expected to speak, or as has been becomes after he has driven off. He
EASY TO GET RID OF.
two exercises are necessarily rathe.'' the case often this winter, to some plays the game for the game's sake,
violent and have a tendency to pull residence where his daughter was be- and puts bis whole mind and heart in
"A bad case of catarrh was cured
down his weight below the mark fix ing given a dance. He rarely goes to to it. This means that when he sets for me by the use of HYOMEI. The
i
ed for the winter, they are usually bed before midnight.
into difficulties that he has been trouble affected my head, nose and
It was through
Spooner heard to use "language." Every golfer eyes, and was very annoying and dis
taken only during the summer months
when Mr. Taft is comparatively free of Wisconsin that Mr. Taft was first knows that some "lies" defy clubs, and agreeable, and the cure, from the use
induced to begin a course of training Mr. Taft has the true golfing tempera of HYOMEI, was very
fvom cares.
gratifying. HYunder the regular care of a physfcal ment. He has been heard to say OMEI has from me a strong recomor forty-fiv- e
After thirty-fiv- e
of
"pshaw" or whatever else the situa mend and endorsement." Mrs. E.
of exercise Mr. Taft has a show director. That was in the winter
tion required.
Karberg, 213 Kingsley St, Ann Arbor,

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes1 in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
I
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
, ' money in telling others of their goodness.
V

k

g

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

It

QUITS

BAITING

CORPORATIONS

Austin, Tex., June 9. Many of the
important laws enacted by the last
session of the Texas legislature are to
come into effect at midnight tonight
Among the new acts are several important amendments designed to lessen the severity of the drastic
laws passed several years
ago. Included among them is an
amendment to the anti-pas- s
law which
will permit the railroads, traction lines
express companies, telegraph companies and other public service corporations to give free service or service i a reduced rMe to practically
all state, county and city officers,
delegates to conventions and numer
ous other classes of persons.

Electric Irons
On 30 Days Trial

FREE

s.

well-bein-

net-wor-

a

Nasal Catarrh

mln-mte-

Her Future Husband I'm afraid
our wedding trip will take all the
cash I've saved up.
Mrs. Reno-Free- d
(cheeringly)
Never mind, dear; a wedding trip
only happens once in three or four
years Red Hen.

r- -4

In a running race even the fellow
who comes out ahead comes out
In a Pinch, Use Allen's

Foot-Eas- e

Ladies can wear shoes one size
smaller after using Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic powder for the feet It
makes tight or new shoes feel easy;
gives instant relief to corns and bun-IonIt's the greatest comfort discovery of the age. Relieves swollen
feet, blisters callous and sorespots.
It Is a certain relief for sweating,
tired, tender, aching feet. Always use
it to break in new shoes. Sold everywhere, 25c. Don't accept any substitute. For FREE trial package address
Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.

Light & Power Co.

LasJJVegas

e,

Phone Main 206

s.

Try an Ad. in Th Optia'o
"Want Columns"

Will

OTLS

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, nd urinary irregularities.
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and rigor. Refuse aubstitutea.
FOR 8ALE BY O. G. 8CHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG CO.

s

HOW TO LIVE LONG
Use Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey as
prescribed. It builds up the nerve tissue,
tones the heart, givespower to the brain,
strength and elasticity to the muscles
and richness to the blood; it brings into
play all the vital forces and stimulates
the mucous surfaces and little glands of
the stomach to a healthy action, thereby
improving the digestion and assimilation of the food and giving to the system
its full proportion of nourishment.

FLEET TO GO TO PEVEL
Stockholm, June 9 The four Amer
ican battelshlps comprising the sec
ond division of the Atlantic fleet will
conclude their vist to Stockholm tomorrow and wll depart for Pevel. Dur
ing their week's stay In Stockholm
the officers and men of the fleet have
In their
been lavishly entertained.
honor the Stars and Stripes have been
displayed in many parts of the city.
Thousands of persons, including members of the royal family and high of
ficers of the Swedish army and navy,
have taken advantage of the oppor
tunity to inspect the warships.
There is one medicine that every
family should be provided with and
especially during the summer months
viz. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy. It Is almost cer
tain to be needed. It costs but a quar
ter. Can you afford to be without it?
For sale by all druggists.

Mich., Nov. 16, 1908.
HYOMEI
(pronounced

Hlgh-o-me-

)

cures catarrh, because it gets where
the germs are, and destroys them. It
is made of Australian eucalyptus, mixed with other healing antiseptics.
When breathed over the Irritated
membrane, it gives relief in two minutes.
,
Used regularly for a few weeks it
will build up and heal the germ infested membrane and drive out catarrh.
If you own a small Hyomei pocket
inhaler, you can get a bottle of HYOMEI at druggists everywhere, or at
E. G. Murphey'B tor only 50 cents. If
you do not own a Hyomei inhaler, ask
tor a complete outfit, the price is
$1.00
It is guaranteed to cure catarrh, coughs, colds, croup or sore
throat, or money back.
Sold by druggists everywhere and
In East Las Vegas by E. G. Murphey.

MATINEE
AND NIGHT

OPERA HOUSE
LAS VEGAS. NEW MEXICO.

MATINEE

I

AND NIGHT

JUNE 14th

JUNE 14th

buMew m .(Zoroinisido Band
Cwelftb Season

Vim, Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke
Direct

here

Vim Vibration

-

and Sparkle at Every Stroke

from Philadelphia, Willow Grove Park
Greatest Amusement Park in America

NOTE ITS
GREAT SOLOISTS

MISS BLANCHE LYONS
FRANK HELLE
JOHN HUGHES
OTTO H. JACOBS
JAMES E. SEEBOLD
HENRY MAYER.

The
v

Soprano
World's Fluegel Horn Soloist,
Cornet Virtuoso
Belgium Euphonium Soloist
Piccolo Solcist
Xyophone Soloist

I
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and
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toon passes to
This implies that; the, idea of state
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!
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Ball What is silence?
Andrew Carnegie hale, hearty, afflu- carrying on the government for some
Hall The college yell of the
ent days. According to, the reporter time to come.
The Maderoists will no doubt be school of experience. Harper's Bawho procured a statement, from him,
chuckle able to make a showing which will zaar.
Entered ac the Postoftice at East Mr. Carnegie interpolated
for the
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- or two as he indited his remarks. afford ample justification
sion through the United States Mails He beholds in the testimony of the changp of policy. It is not at all
Paris Apache If you refuse to buy
as second class matter.
steel trust investigation a coming time probable that the national railways these post cards I will send you to the
"There will be of Mexico have been paying concerns,
of smaller profits.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
hospital for o fortnight.
ventured and perhaps they have been sources
multimillionaires,'
more
no
Wife Better buy some Arsene; our
v DAILY BY CARRIER
case return tickets are good for only forty- the
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Interview,
If
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that
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really
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Fr Copy
15 he vaulted lightly into his waiting there will be no difficulty In estabOue Week
eight hours. Sourlre.
65 automobile and was whisked away.
One Month
lishing the fact. The "ins," while
Oi.
Year
$7.50
That Mr. Carnegie disposed of his successfully entrenched, can conceal
"Every time a trust gets It in the
DAILY BY MAIL
to the United States Steel leaks, but when they are turned out
holdings
observed Uncle Jerry Peebles,
neck,"
$6.00
One Year
at a mighty handsome their successors speedily discover "I reckon Roosevelt cuts a notch in
300 corporation
b;v Months
price has long been an open secret. them.
'
his big stick." Chicago Tribune.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
If the assertion proves to be true
The testimony of Mr. Gates adds to
GROWER
the sum ot general knowledge In and the nationa railroads are sold it
lie I shouldn't marry unless the
One Tear
$2.00 this respect nothing except an offi- will be a culious outcome of a revo1.00
Bix Months
woman
has my exact opposite.
cial confirmation. But to have the lution, the success of which is largely
never find so perfect a
You'll
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milicerdeal properly and unimpeachably
due to the active 'assistance of
(Cash in Advance for Mail
London Opinion.
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Is,
tified
tant socialists
Remit by draft, check or money for a chuckle. No one will take um- there is
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Specimen copies free on application.
invade Mexico are keeping very still
no mo? e millionaires should be pleas- in Mexico?
AT
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disthese days. Milwaukee Free Press.
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Carnegie
ing
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
PAID FOR.
quieting.
"Is he as thin as I have heard?"
A good many years ago Mr. Carneaddress
Subscribers desiring
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thinner. Say, when he tried
ed please state both the old and the gie delivered a lecture before the stucoat one row of
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new address.
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"Why
Advertisers
are guaranteed the ectady,
editor's view Gladys He's a good, steady fellow, Post.
largest daily and weekly circulation course. But from a city
of any newspaper in Northeastern point weightier events intruded them-int- doing well, and would make you a
"What's the matter with your wife?
New Mexico.
that misty afternoon. A fine husband." "I know all that, but
inseems very irascible lately."
She
of
trekked
could
be
never
I
had
who
happy
oh, Gwendolen,
gentleman
FRIDAY. JUNE 9. 1911.
"Why, she was assisting at a rumdulgence for several months concluded with a man who pronounces garage
to leave this hateful earth and also as though it rhymed with carriage!" mage sale and somebody sold her new
TO WO It 16 Y OF WEALTH
hat for 35 cents." Washington Post,
Baltimore American.
decided not to voyage into the void
Herbert Kullman, the millionaire alone. It was a bigger story than
Willie Teacher says that we're here
tanner of California, who committed nnv words Carneeie could utter. On
Caller Where did all these mosto help others.
suicide in Chicago, is another instance that day, too, a veteran New York quitoes come from?
of the truth that in finance a man Central engineer died in his cab as
Pa Of course we are.
Mrs. Hewligus My husband has
Willie Well, what are the others
may succeed as Veil as fail beyond his train swung across a Mohawk been experimenting with a barrel of
his capacity for preserving the mental bridge, and there was grief in the rain water. He wanted to see if it here for? Chicago News.
balance. Some natures are proof valley and work to be done. So, the was really true that the wrigglers
V
against the depressing effects of dir- Carnegie assignment was placed in turned into mosquitoes.
It is useles.S to try to get women to
Chicago
est poverty, and wealth greater than inexperienced hands.
believe there can be anything really
Tribune.
that cf Mr. Kullman has often been
bad abount a man who is willing to
Mr. Carnegie said many things that
more or less cheerfully endured.
day. He quoted the poets and philMrs- Murphy Oi hear yer brother-in-law- , load his wife down with jewels.
It is all a question of temperament, osophers. He uttered many an aphorPat Keegan, is pretty bad off.
which is but another way of express- ism. He turned many an epigram.
Mrs. Casey Shure, he's good for a
"Say, this is a rattling good chaufing our fitness or unfitness for the He displayed an intimate acquaint- year yit.
feur you have."
art of life. We are always ready to anceship with sage and savant. He
"Oh, I don't like hm very well. He
Mrs. Murphy As long as that?
sneer at the amateurish in drawing, proved himself a man of letters. He
Mrs. Casey Yis; he's had four dif- never would clean the car if I didn't
painting, singing, playing, poetry and said this, among other things:
ferent doctors, and each one ar thim keep watching him all the while."
"This country is criticised as the give him three months to live. Puck.
other arts, but the living, of most of
"This Is a rattling good road, isn't
ns is more amateurish than the ver- land of millionaires. We accept the
It?"
iest daub or doggerel, though living criticism. Show me the country where
"No; it's fairly good right here, but
"Bibbles Is a great man to try to
is the one art In which we ought all there are no millionaires and I will
it gets very bad a little further on."
a
on
technicali
dodge
responsibility
to be professionals.
show you a country that doesn't know ties."
'
"It's a rattling fine day, isn't it?"
:,
In the instance cited the victim was prosperity." Then, very impressively, ' "Yes. He once
"I don't like It quite so cool."
a
Then
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the head of a large and flourishing Mr. Carnefde said this, by Way of
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he
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a
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United
decontrasting the
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business, but in
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to
prove that the
veloped a nervous breakdown, and, Europe: "I can count on the ringers handwriting expert
I wish I could get rid of it. There
of signature was a forgery." Washing-tethough repeatedly urged, refused to of my hands all the millionaires
seems
to be nearly always something
Star.
take a rest. In refusing to lay off Europe." And with a few vivid
the matter with the thing."
of
he was not wholly to bame, for when strokes he completed the picture
"Well, the rattling's good anyhow,
"You've killed one of my 'ens!"
the evil reaches that stage in an ac- contrast.
U n't it?" Chicago Record-Herald- .
Archie Longdrive looked up as the
tive brain enforced Idleness becomes
Mr. Carnegie has experienced many
a positive mental torture. The trou- changes of sentiment since he quit shadow of an angry woman fell across
An intensely bashful young man was
ble always dates from the time when the gime ana became an impartial his golf-teone evening with a young lady
driving
a man begins to approach and refuses spectator.
"Killed one of your hens, madam?" whom he had been
calling on for some
to recognize his nervous limitations.
When one is illustrious and seventy he asked politely. "Why, there hasn't time
The
stillness of the
previous.
inot
Just as pain Is the danger signal
and very rich one doubtless can
been a bird on the course- - Besides, I've
nature in physical ailments, so Is dulge a taste for philosophy and can never been introduced to your hens. I evening and the beauty of the scene
around him inspired his courage, and,
worry the warning note of mental afford not merely to chuckle, but to wouldn't know them if I saw them! I
sitting stiffly erect and with his face
breakdown.
"
chortle and even emit a loud and assure you, I
he asked suddenly: "May T
forward,
Every age invents its own diseases, rancous ha ha.
"Stop that nonsense," interrupted kiss yout"
o
and worry is the peculiar and domin
the angry woman, "and listen to me!
"Surely," she coyly replied.
ant disease of the age we live in
THE $100,000,000 MABY
I want half a guinea damages, out of
"Aw," he said, his face scarlet, and
an
is
inches.
suicide
It
Is
by
Worry
you, and I'll see that I get it, too! I larruping his. horse to a run "aw, I
insidious disease in that no one ever
The press dispatches announce that found one of your golf balls, and pop- was only foolln."
Lippincott's.
thinks of trying to cure it when first the $100,000,000
baby ped it under one of my birds for a
detected, or In Its developing stages, has been taken by its "doting par- nest
We have heard a great deal about
egg."
The victim fails to see that, like can ents" to their palatial summer home
"Well, what's the complaint?" asked southern chivalry, but right here in
cer. it grows by what it feeds on. at Bar Harbor. It is a lucky little
Chicago we recently saw a man who,
Archie.
He thinks that he is only worrying ''kiddie,"
just as is that New York "What's the complaint?" answered while riding in an elevated railway
about a particular difficulty and that infant whose fond father recently
the woman. "Why the 'en's died of a car, refrained from turning the pages
with that difficulty the worry will
gave it a $1,000,000 home, which is
vanish. But It does not. He con to have a $25,000 nursery suite, with broken 'eart, thinking I wanted 'er to of his paper because he happened to
know that a lady who sat behind him
lay a crinkley egg!" Answers.
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"Yes, a beauty that is sir?" said the
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butchers

and

STUCK MARKET IS

lights

$6.0006.15;

BULLISH REPORTS

$6.106.20.

' Market
4,000.
Sheep Receipts
STRENGTHEN WHEAT
:
stead yto weak. Muttons $3.604.00; it
'
lambs $5.507.00; fed wethers and !
FROM
MARKET RECOVERS
yearlings $3.604.60; fed western TJHE

RATHER IRREGULAR

.

ees

AFTER .AN UPWARD MOVEMENT,
THERE FOLLOWED RELAPSE

'SETBACK, CAUSED BY RECEIPT'
OF FEDESAL CROP REPORT

$3.003.50.

ST. LOUIS WOOL
reChicago, June 9. Heat damage
St. Louis, June 9. Wool Market
New York, June 9. After an up- Territory and western mediums 18& ports and other bullish news, today
fine 12
ward moveemnt of small dimensions 21; fine mediums
supplanted as wheat market factors
the government analysis of the crop
16.
and a quick relapse the Stock Market
situation. Alter a selling rush the
grew quiet at about the level which
price rebounded and the early loss
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
prevailed at yesterday's close. Specmore than wiped out. The heat
Chicago, June 9. Cattle Receipts was
ulative Interest seemed to have
came chiefly from
Market steady. Beeves $5.15 damage dispatches
1,500.
at 90 to 91,
started
Kansas.
giown less active and the volume ot
July
6.50; Texas steers
$4.505.75;
and then
to
trading was smaller. United States western steers
a decline of
stockers
$4..75565;
steel was watched closely in view ot and feeders
weather
Hot
complaints
to
rose
91.
$3.855.70; cows and
the belief that an unusually powerful heifers
from the southwest acted as a help to
calves $5.00
$2.405.80;
cents off to
bear combination has been responsible 8 25.
corn. July opened
54
and roBe
for the recent pressure against it but
to
54
at
cents
higher
Market 5
Hogs Receipts 13,000.
the stock held steady throughout the
of oats were less
to
Offerings
55.
cents higher.
Lights $5. 95 5. 30;
morning. Third avenue was strong
than the demand. July started unmixed
heavy $5.75
$5.906.30;
and there was a large absorption of
cents up at 37 to 37
changed to
Wabash Pittsburg bonds which went 6.27; rough $5.955.90; good to and rose to 37
Provisions
cents.
choice heavy $5.956.27; pigs
of
because
up over two points. The bond mart
turned
higher
sharply
'
$6.10
ker generally was firm. The market $5.606.15; bulk of sales
First
the hog market
in
1,1
strength
6.25.
closed irregular.
to 15 cents up with
i
sales were
Market
12,000.
Sheep Receplts
for pork; $8.35
Last sales were as follows:
$15.00
delivery
slow. Native $3.od(j)4.56; western Sept.
for'lard and $8.12 to $8.17
67
to $8.37
Amalgamated Copper
$3.254.60; yearlings $4.355.20; for ribs.
American Beet Sugar
39
western
lamibs, native
$4.256.65;
Atchison
115
if liii
Closing quotations were as follows:
$4.256.90.
Great Northern, pfd
139
ill
Wheat, July 92; Sept. 89.
New York Central
110
Corn, July 55; Sept.
NEW. YORK METAL
Northern Pacific
136
Sept. 39 .
Oats, July
New York, June 9. Lead dull $4.40
159
Reading
Pork, July $15.52; Sept. $15.30.
4.50; Standard copper duli; spot
Southern Pacific
120
Lard, July $8.37; Sept. $8.50.
Sliver 53.
and Sept. $11.85l2.v5.
Ttnion Paciflo
180
Ribs, July $8.37; Sept. $8.37.
.
77
United States Steel
t
United Slates Steel, pfd
NEW YORK MONEY
11S!4
ALLIANCE
NEW RAILROAD
New York, June 9. Call money 2
Chicago, June 9. By an alliance be
2
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
per cent. Prime mercantile pa tween the Hill and Gould interest
Kansas City, June 9. Cattle Re- per
per cent. Mexican dollars it Is announced, that the Chicago, Bui
v
,,
ceipts 1,500. Market strong. Native 45.
lington & Quincy railroad will lnai
steers $5.O06.35; southern steers
gurate a through passenger service he
NEW YORK BUTTER
$4.00(5.60; southern cows and heiftween Chicago and San Francisco pn
ers $3.004.75; native cows and heifNew York, June 9. Butter barely June 18. From Denver the Burin
ers $2.756.15; 6tockers and feeders seady; process specials
ton will route its trains over the Den$4.005.25; bulls $3.755.00; calves
ver & Rio Grande and the Western Pa$4.F07.50; western steers $4.75
cific.
NEW YORK COTTON
6.10; western cows $3.004.75.
New York, June
spot
Hogs Receipts 11,000. Market 5 to closed quiet, five points higher. Midd
Sillicus Bjones says his wife is an
10 ceints higher. Bulk of sales $6.00
uplands 15.90; midd gulf 16.15. Sales anger Cynicus Why, I never knew
6.15; heavjf $6.006.10; packers 200 bales.
Bjones was a widower.
CLOSE
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ATTRACTIVE PRICES

Kindly Remember These Prices Can Be Had During the Two Hours Advertised
Only

$2.50 Warner's Rust Proof
Corset Go 305, all sizes

65c Lord &

Taylor's 3 Lisle

35c Lawns, per yard.
25c Lawns, per yard-iG-

Thread Hose, in Black,.'
or Tan, per pair

k

$1.89

20c Lawns,

per yard.3o
per yard lOo
19c Lawns, per yard... 7o

49c
10 yards American
Calico

15c Lawns,

Print
15 Per Cent OK Any Shoe
or Oxford in the House '

65c

10

y

'

v-.-

-

7
Near Silk Foulards,

to 9 P. M. SATURDAY

Iron Clad Hose for Boys,'
No. 15, a little too heavy
for right now, pair

19c

19c

'
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m

$4.25
r'i I

The

if

Flor-shel-

Post-Dispatc-

'

)

g5
n.m:

MJ.

'

IT

796

Any $5.00 Man's
Oxford, Button
or Lace, per pair

--

eiase

.01

C

25c

-

yards Amosk6ag Aprjjn
.,
.v-Gjnghato
'ii

s

wide, a desirable
Summer Fabric, all
colors, always sold
at 35c, special,
per yard

22o
o

IB

Opposite
Caslaneda
Hotel
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unsurpassed healthfulnew wlth-7f HIS VICINITY has a
or
ot
extreme
cold, harlnx nearly S00 days of
heat
. oat
' '
sunshine U the year.
,
Th water upply la abundant and pure, furnished by mountain
streams or from wells of not great depth.
The- annual rainfall amour u to nearly 19 inchea. average, occur
'
ring principally In July and August. J'"?
The soil la highly fertile ani easy of working, being generally
andy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands her are lower In price than wo know of anywhere else
where conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming,- - practiced scientifically, la proving to be successful
here, a large area being under cultivation.
An Irrigation system to cover many thousand arcea surrounding
the city is now being constructed.
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing np
very promising values. Building stone of superior quality la quarried
nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which la near, affords excellent grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost. Stock
raising is a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds In this National Forest,
with Its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are open
all the year for health or pleasure seekers.

&

clln-ateo-

ROllUTE'

AUTOISTS

f RIDAYr jfa'E g,
i

A

George Bowdef of Chir
.
at mesa lands.
The man who does the
George H. Hunker la In Wagon
weighing, the measuring- -, ,
Mound on a business
trip.
the man who koowB thow
J. B. Washburn farmer of the Wagon
nd why-the- man'on J
Mound neighborhood, was
whom everythinu denenrU
PARTIES
in town to- ACTION OF CERTAIN
Our responsibility
,..
3
day.
MAY PLACE IN JEOPARDY NEW
lost sight of for a moment a
Dr. A. E. Northwood of
HIGHWAY TO THAT TOWN
Wagon
in prescription filling. Every
Mound was among the business visitprescription leaving our
ors in this city today.
Through a petition signed by a
store is faultless from any
Miss Clara Robbins went yesterday M.mber of citizens the board of counstandpoint that you may
to Pueblo to be tbo guest of relatives ty commissioners was requested this
take. You may feel safe
and friends for some time.
morning to change portions of the surand sure if we fill your
van
highway,
J.
Houten left this afternoon vey for the Las Vegas-Morprescription.
for his home In Raton. Mrs. van which is now under construction. The
Houten will leave tonight.
peltion asks that the portion of the
Major R. C. Rankin, assistant terri- road between Las Vegas and the WWINTERS DRUG GO.
torial trevaling auditor, went last apello river bridge be made as direct as
Cam-fielnight to Clayton on of flcial business. possible, pass over the top of the
I'houe Maiu 3
reservoir
with
dam
and
the
unite
A.
George
Fleming, manager of the
Investment and Agency corporation, present Mora road.
The route for the Mora highway was
went last night to Colorado Springs
laid out several months ago by Terrion a business trip.
torial Good Roads Engineer J. II.
Miss Edna Bloomfield, who resides
VIOLATE
and was approved by the
in Washington state, is here for a
visit to Mr. and Mrs. Perry Onion good roads commission. It follows the
route of the Los Alamos road, cross
and Mrs. Charles Onion.
CITY ORDINANCE andSamMr.Woolard
ing the Arroyo Pecos at the site for
of .Wichita, Kan., author the new bridge for the construction
of "Good Fellowship" and kinded pubof which the board of county comon business. Mr. missioners awarded a contract at a
lications, is
DO
NOT OBSERVE
PROVISIONS Woolard Is
general agent for a big St. recent meeting. Tha road then drops
FOR LIGHTS ON MACHINES-SCORCH- ING
Louis fire insurance company.
down into Azul and takes a direct line
ALSO THE RULE
Mr. and Mrs. Lv M. Bacon, of Ysleta, northwest to the present
bridge acrows
Mex., are visiting in Las Vegas. Mrs. the Sapello, where it joltats the present
The Optic editorial rooms have Bacon visited here last fall before her Mora road.
been used several times recently as a marriage
and made many friends
John D. W. Veeder was the princiwailing place by numbers of people among the younger society set.
pal speaker In favor of the petition.
who have complaints to offer conHe said the route was adopted withW. R. Williams, "one of the old-tiof the ers here, leaves tomorrow for an ex out giving the people of the county an
cerning the
automobile ordinance. This piece of tended visit, to relatives and friends opportunity to express their approval
legislation has been upon the books in California. He will visit several or disapproval. Mr. Veeder said the
of the city for several months but has cities in that state, San Francisco be good roads commission had forced the
new route upon the people. He
never been enforce farther than to ing hia ultimate destination.
argued
secure the collection of the license
Mrs. H. Sturm and son are here that the road would not prove of value
fees. One of the provisions in the or- from their home in Illinois and will to as many people if it were constructdinance requires the machines to car- spend some time at Harvey's upper ed on the route adopted by the good
ry lighted lamps after sun down. A ranch. The Sturms left here several roads commission.
District Attorney C. W. G. Ward
member of the city council said a few months ago on account of the hopeless
said
that the proceedings had' been
corner
on
the
after
flights ago,
standing
illness of Mr. Sturm, who died shortly
s
cf Sixth and Douglas for about five min- after their return to Illinois.
Mr. given ample publicity for those
who had any objections to the
utes: "I could have colletced ?50 In Sturm formerly conducted a store on
fines for the city while I have been Douglas avenue In the room now oc- route to make them known.
The route adopted by the good roads
standing here if l,had arrested every cupied by. Taichert's.
commission
was picked out because
autoist whose lamps were not lighted."
Harry H. Lusk, formerly of Las Ve
Speeding at night without lamps by gas, but now located at Albuquerque, of the advantages it offered. Heavy
the autoists has cauBed much com- arrived this morning on the Califor grades are eliminated and the increas
ed distance- - to be traveled is mora
plaint. A prominent Las Vegas woman nia limited, from Lamar, Mo., bringing
than offset by the laclo of grades.
narrowly escaped being run down by a with him a bride. Mr. and Mrs. Lusk
There is also plenty of good road
the
fe
a
car
wnights ago,
were married Wednesday in Lamar
big touring
machine turning a corner suddenly The latter was Miss Katherlne Hark-les- building material along the route.
The route suggested
the
and missing the horses by a small
daughter of T. W. Harkless, a ers includes Nine Milebyhill petition
with its
were
frighthorses
badly
The
Missouri
merchant
of
the
margin.
prominent
It passes through ten
ened and attempted to run away. Chief town. Mr. and Mrs. Lusk will be here heavy grades.
ritory in which the building of a good
of Police Ben Coles says the night pocouple of days before continuing on road is almost
impossible.
autoarrest
to
lice have instructions
ty Albuquerque where they will live. the Camfleld reservoir dam is Crossing
believed
lamps
Don
lighted
do
not
home
of
display
ists who
They are guests at the
to
be
a
Such
impracticable.
crossing
W. Lusk and family on Sixth street.
and who exceeded the speed limit.
would be dangerous and difficult to
maintain and there is not positive asGONZALES GOES TO CHIHUAHUA
surance that it could be used perma9.
Apparently BIG STRIKE
Juarez, Mex., June
nently as the dam will be the private
indifferent to threats which he said
property of the Las Vegas Irrigation
Gonwere made against him, Abran
district. To cross at the fobt of the
to
take
zales left for Chihuahua today
UP MEXICO MINES dam would not be practical
as the
his office as provisional governor. The
seepage would destroy the road and
which
fact that the insurrecto army
make-itmaintenance expensive and
out-- .
fought with Madero is being kept
EMPLOYES OF SMELTERS AT TOR- - difficult.
side the city, pending the evacuation
The engineers adopted the ' new
EN DEMANDS
REOM fJOlT-Wby 5,000 federals, is causing apprehen
route after careful surveys. From
ARE TURNED DOWN
sion. The insurrectos are loudly pro
an engineering standpoint the route
testing their impatience and General
was the best they could select. The
Torreon't Mex.V June 9. The strike
Orozco has declared he would march
good roads commission is bearing the
and
continues
into the city If the federal did not at the Asarco smelter
greater portion of the expense of the
the
at
strike
the
been
is
augmented by
soon, leave. The residents have
load, being assisted by San Miguel
detri
great
kept in a nervous tension because of Torreoitf smelter, tdjthe
and Mora counties. It is building the
the
in
this
mines
region,
of
ment
the
the friction between the two forces.
road scientifically and baa already
owners of which had expected to re
a large portion of the highcompleted
once.
sume operafjojndiat
to which objection is held by the
way
The men are holding out for a ten petitioners. A
bridge has already
per cent increase in wages whicn- been contracted for by the county
HANDS CRACKED
Mexl1.12
to
$7
per day,
range from f
and will be a portion
. commissioners
!
I
can money. The management i mm of the road.
increase
the
in its
The good roads
if it ii
PEELED will notdftqlaraUotVjthat
be. granted. The 700 men interfered with atcommission,
this stage of th
struck
have
at the Torreon smelter
proceedings, is more than likely, 11
for higher wages and only twenty em- is said, to suspend work, as it would
one
and
only
' Tried Many Remediesbut GrewWorso ployes are now on duty
not dare to be compelled to build
furnace is going.; In normal times the road in a manner it did not
Housework
Do
to
regard
Impossible
men.
this plant employs about 1,100
as the best and most pra'ctical.
InCured by Cuticura Soap
ownis
smelter
largely
The Torreon
terference at this time likely will re
and Ointment.
ed by the Madero interests.
suit in there being no road built to
All the firemen, coal passers,
Mora, which wUl defeat a chosen am
"About six years ago my hands began
mechanics and car inspec- bition and put off for Las
to crock and peel. I tried many rem
Vegas a
raw
the
of
edies. Due iney
tors on the, Tprreon division
felt need.
long
worse all the timet.
have
At last they became Mexican International railway
The commissioners
set Monday
so sore that it was
The rail"thelf
.pay.
fApril
tor
struck
10
at
as
o'clock
m
the date fof
for
morning
impossible
road has the cash on hand, but owing further consideration and action
to ct my House
upof
the
work. If I put m;
to the burning of bridges and
the petition.
hands in water
of the revolutionIng

'
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PETITION FOR

PERSONALS

'

CURTAILED

VISITORS

GENERAL

MANAGER F. C. FOX
MAKES 8TATEMENT TODAY
WHILE IN LAS VEGAS

BIG

BANQUET THIS EVENING AT
ARMORY TO OPEN ENTER-

TAINMENT PROGRAM

That the Colmor cut-of- f
and the
round house for Las Vegas
will not be built this year, was the
statement made to an Optic represen
tative this morning by F. C. Fox,
general manager for the western
grand division of the Santa Fe railway, who was in Las Vegas this morning. Mr. Fox says the Santa Fe will
spend no money this year in new lines
and extensions and such improvements
us the road has been contemplating
here. It will spend a large amount of
money, however, in maintenance.
Mr. Fox, accompanied by J. M.
kurn, general superintendent for the
western grand division, and F. L.
of the New
Myers, superintendent
Mexico division, arrived this morning
on a special traL The officials had
been Inspecting the lines south and
west of Las Vegas. It was intended
to continue the trip eastward but
news of the wreck at Domingo caused
the plnns to be changed. Mr. Fox's
car was attached to No.. 10 this afternoon
and ihe continued east.
Messrs. Kurn and Myers went to Domingo with the wrecker. Mr. Fox's
headquarters are in Amarlllo and Mr.
Kurn resides in La Junta.

Enough Sunday school teachers to
instruct all the youth of Las Vegas
concerning the fall of the walls ot
Jericho and the dally practice of the
Golden Rule will arrive in this city
this evening and will be guests of
the Sunday school and church people
tonight and a portion of tomorrow.
The visitors are delegates to the International Sunday School convention,
which will be held in San Francisco.
and are
They number twenty-on-e
traveling In special Pullmans which
are attached to Santa Fe train No. 9.
Immediately upon their arrival the
visitors will be taken to the armory
A
by a big reception committee.
banquet will be served by the ladies
o it he First unristtan onurcn. a
large number of tickets for this event
have been sold. The price is fifty
cents
Tickets may be obtained at
Murphey's drug store or at the arm
ory until 7 o'clock.
Mayor K. D. Goodall, President W.
J. Lucas of the Commercial club and
other prominent citizens will be present at the banquet. At 8 o'clock a
program of addresses by the visitors
will bo given. These will be in the
nature of practical talks on Sunday
school methods and will prove of
The
of
of
Condition
the
Report
great Interest is all the speakers are
specialists in their line. Many of
them are prominent in business and
OF LAS VEGAS.
social as well as religious circles in
at Las Vegas, in the Territory of New the communities in which they re
Mexico.
side.
Those who do not care to attend
At the close of business, June 7, 1911
the
banquet are invited to be present
RESOURCES.
No admission will
071.177 9S lor the speaking.
Loans and Discounts
secured and unsecured .. 1,6 93 be charged. Tomorrow morning the
Overdrafts,
XT. S, ilonds to secure circulation
100,000 00
- l.Oiiooo visitors will be taken on an autoPremiums on U. S. Bonds
52.IW5 Og
Bonds, securities, eto a
7.300 00 mobile trip to the Hot Springs can
Hanking house, furniture and fixtures
8,000 00
Other real estate owned
yon, the Camfield dam and other
Due from National Banks (not re.
87
serve airents)
points of interest. The party will
Due from State and Private Banks
leave tomorrow afternoon on Santa
and Bunkers, Trust Companies and
1.6H3 9
Savings Banks
9
for Albuquerque,
Due from approved reserve agents 360,078 79 Fe train No.
155 73
Checks and other cash items
will spend Sunday.
where
it
XI
424
Exchanges for Clearing House
The menu for the banquet tonight
Notes of other National Banks
j 1,600 uu
Fractional paper currency, nickels
530 08 is:
and cents
Roast Pork
Lawful Money Reserve In bank, viz:
Boiled Ham
56.3HS 70
Specier
.6)5 00 58.867 70
notes
Roast Beet
Loaf
Veal
Redemption fund with U. 8. Treas'r
o,uuu iw
to per oent ot circulation .t
Saratoga Chips
Creamed Peas Cabbage Salad
. ..
... I.8S7.6UH 08
Total
Ollvea
Beet Pickles
LIABILITIES.
RELISH.
00
100,000
In
Capital stock paid
Strawberries
60,000 00
Ice Cream
Surplus fund
Undivided profits, less expenses and
Coffee
Cake
- 15,167 48
taxes paidt

lxty-sta-

ll

.

Legal-tende-

07,800 00
National Hank notes outstandinK
- 87,305 H7
Due to other National Bunks
Due to Stale and Private Batiks and
1.I6MI
Bankers- Due to Trust Companies and Savings
M.'.i3 12
Hangs
Individual deposits subject to oheck-- 5HK.7H8 34
30tt.305 61
Time certificates of deposit
175 00
Certified Checks
Cashier's checks outstanding ... - - 16,164 36
,.1,857,598 (18
Total
I
nkw
Mexico, (
TbkwtobtovofSan Miuukl.
County
I, D. T. Hoskins, cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and
belief,
D. T. HOSKINS, Cashier.

Subscribed and s worn to before me this 9ih
day of June 1911.
CLARENCE E. IDEN, Notary Public.
My commission expires October 8, 1813.
Correct Attest;
J. M. CUNNINGHAM I
FRANK 81'RINUEB,
W.Q. HAYDON,

I

Report of the Condition of

The First National Bank

TWa l more Catarrh In this sec
tion of the country than all other diseases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to oe incur
able. For a great many years doc
tors pronounced it a local disease and
prescribed local remedies, and by
tftlllnor to cure with local treat
Sci
ment, pronounced it incurable.
ence has proved catarrn to do a constitutional disease and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, trnio, is tne
only constitutional cure on the market. It is taken internally In doses
from 10 drops to a teasnoonful. It
acts directly on the blood and mucouB
surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case it
fails to cure. Send for circular ana
testimonials
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.. To

'

'

'

I

tween the citizens of your city and
myself. Nothing that they could
have done would have expressed to me
APPRECIATES GUN their feelings as satisfactorily as did
this gift of a revolver, an emblem of
my calling, which I hope, however,
PUEBLO OFFICER
EXTENDS HIS that I will seldom be called upon to
use.
THANKS TO LAS VEGA8 CITI"Thanking you again, and through
ZENS THROUGH THE OPTIC
you the people of Las Vegas, I remain,
"Very respectfully yours,
Tim O'Leary, the Santa Fe detec"TIM O'LEARY."
tive who assisted bo materially in running down the kidnapers of little WalIt is vorse than useless to take any
do Rogers, Is deeply appreciative ol medicine internally for muscular or
the token of regard recently presented chronica rheumatism. All that Is needot Chambered is
free
him by the people ot Las Vegas In re- lain's Liniment.application
For eale by all drugfacognition of his services on the
gists.
mous kidnaping case. The Optic toFoley Kidney Pills take hold ot your
day received the following letter from
Mr. O'Leary
system and help you to rid yourself of
your dragging backache, dull head"Pueblo, Colo., June 8, 1911.
"To the Editor of The Las Vegas ache, nervousness, impaired eyesight,
and of all the ills resulting from the
Dally Optic,
Impaired action of your kidneys and
bladder. Remember it is Foley Kid"Las Vegas, New Mexico.
O. O. Schae-fe- r
ney Pills that do this.
"Dear Sir:
and Red Cross Drug Co.
"I desire through you to extend to
the people ot Las Vegas my hearty
Birds of a feather flock together.
tuanks, for the handsome revolver pre especially Jail birds.
sented to me as an Indication of their
feelings toward me in the matter of
the clearing up ot the mystery of the
kidnaping of Waldo Rogers. I thoroughly appreciate the spirit in which
CONTRACTOR
BUILDER
and
the revolver was presented to me, especially in view of the fact of my for- Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
mer residence in Las Vegas and the
Building Job Woik a Specialty.
Main 836.
Phone
which
exists
be
Opposite Optlo.
friendship
personal

DETECTIVE

DTEARY

Frank

Revell,-

The Occidental Fire Insurance Co.,

v

ledo, Ohio
Sold by druggists, 75c.

Take Hall's family Pills for consti
pation.

OF LAS VEGAS,

In the Territory of New Mexico

.

of Albuquerque, N. M.,
which has just recently been organized with New Mexico capital
and in which many Las Vegas business men are heavy stockholders, desires to announce the appointment of
'

,

GEO. A. FLEM1NQ.
Manager of the Investment and Agency Corporation
i

as its agent for this district. The company will be conservatively
managed and will be under supervision of the New Mexico Insurance Department at all times.
Keep your money at home by placing your insurance with a
home company.

M

AID

s,

,

in agony; if I
tried to cook, the
heat caused intense
a doctor, but wttnous
rain. I consulted
satisfaction. After about a year
of this suffering, I got my first relief
when I tried Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
nintnmL After uaine them for a week
to my great del igh t that my hands
I foundhecinninK
to feel much better, tha
runcracks
began to heal up and stop were
deep
ning, and in a little while my hands
of
- cured by using only one cake Cuticura
Boap and one box of Cuticura Ointment.
to say that I hare
I am very thankful
had no return of the skin dimas since.
if
I shall be glad you will publish this
. so that others may know of Cuticura.
Mrs. Minnie JJrew,
jamorvu
Jamaica Plain. Mass.. April 20, 1910.
Cuticura
Soap and
For thirty years
.speedy
Cuticura Ointment have afforded
of
relief to tens of thousands
from
sufferers
and disfigured
rashes, itehings, irritations and
to age, bringing-.
chafings, from infancy distracted
housecomfort and peace
failed.
else
holds when all
n ld throortootSolOeMr
Cvtktir
Cbetn. Corp..
Pottrr Dro
CutlrOT. Boot
iSum.
lw.
ttm lQ" ""
"Bow M

wu

m

.

skin-tortur- ed

mi,

.

CMwl

threatening attitude
ists between Torreon and Durango
traffic was' interrupted and it has
been impossible to transmit reports
;

ADDITIONAL LOCAL NEWS

as usual.

At the close of business, June

7, 1911

RESOURCES.
558.185 67
Loans and Discounts .- .8.191 88
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured...
secure
ioo.ouo uu
U. S. Bonds to
circulation
1,000 00
Premiums on U. S. Bond- s15,509 1H
Bonds, securities, etc- 6.600 00
Banking house furniture and fixtures..
83,378 44
Other real estate owned
Due from National Banks (not re-

serve agents)
Due from State and Private BaDks
and Bankers, Trust Companies, and
Savings Banks
Due from approved reserve agents .
Checks and other cash Items
for Clearance Houha
Notes of other National Banks
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents
,
L,awim Money Reserve in Bank, viz:

68,338 67

8.093 15
143.9x5

91

8,01166
6,155 00

Ompltml Pmld

,7M&

$100,000.00

J.

M

M. CUNNINOH AM,

988.274 86

UAHIUTIES.
Capital stock paid la

100,000 00

48,630 06
1,600

..
XU.000
Surplus iund
Undivided profits, lean expensed and
,
11.790
tuxes paid
100.000
National Hank notes outstanding
Due to other National banks
H.ltM
Due to Stale and Private Banks and

00

'I

:

Murplum

50,000.00

,'.

.i

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

00

Your Money Draws

88

00
The Boy Scouts, all in excellent
71
no signs
trim
and
physical
Acted
showing
Quickly
Remedy
Foley's Kidney
13
bankers
83,070
was
of their long hike to Santa Fe and Due to Trust Companies and SavM. N. George. Irondale, Ala.,
60.SOT
Banks
n
ings
the
cliff
Into
drilled
bothered with kidney trouble for many
Las Individual deiKMits
dwellings,
Fol-te8I3.M6I 67
subj ect to
years. "I was persuaded to try tak- Vegas this afternoon shortly after 3
... S78.MX Itt
certificates of deposit
before
and
.. laiuo
Certified Checks
Kidney Remedy,
feel its bene-ncia- l o'clock.
Cashier's checks outstanding
7.43t 41
ing it tbree days I could left
back
my
The
pain
effects.
8H8.J74
Total
06
I
Because he failed to ta'"
my kidney action cleared up. and
am so much better. I do not hesitate teamster's license to fulfill a con- Tikritobt or Nkw Mkiioo, (
Remof San Miuuku f
to recommend Foley Kidney Cross
K. 1). Haynolds, Cashier of the above
tract to haul the tiling for the sewer I,Coukty
Red
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
edy." O. G. Scahefer and
building contractors, James O'Byrne, statement Is true to the best of my knowledge
Drue Co.
a city alderman, was subjected to no andj belief.
E.
KAYNOLD-jCashier.
CLA8SIFY
little trouble today, which finally was "tiubscribed and sworn to before me this 9tb
TO
LATE
TOO
dout
of
of June, ill.
settled by the taking
by him
UEO A. FLEMING Notary Public.
ic
and
was
issued
which
do
the
to
license,
cooking
proper
WANTED Woman
derret A newt:
HALLETT RA YNOLDS.
I
to Mi
downstairs work. Inquire 1054 Ser- for four months at a ; cost
'
JEFFEKSON HAYNOLDS. V Directors
'
1
O'Byrne of J4.25.
A. A. JONES.

"President,

PRANK 8PRINOEB, Vka pruldent,
D. T. HOSKINS, Cubler,;
U'i

0
Snecie
j... 46.780
1,800 00
Legal tender notes
Redemption fund with U. S. Treas'r
(5 per cent of circulation)
f.,;
Total

y

San Miguel National Bank

'

"

.

,

so it does, and as the figures keep
looks quite artistic.

pilingfupjitlreally

check-Dema-

Money Draws Interest

at this saving! bank. Yoxi ,do the depositing and we
interest accumulates. An account
opened today is better 'than one opened ; tomorrow.
do the figuring, as

.

:'

,

;

,

i

t

,

SS33

r

Commencement time is now.

Iflri;
LAS VEGAS SAVIHGS2BAKSC
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Tim GREEN

THE LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY
CHAPMAN

COLUMN

I

I

Heine Zimmerman rapidly Is show-ln"he Is there."
e
Fred Merkle smashed out a
home run at New York.
Babe Adams appears to be pitching
the brand of 1909 ball this season.
Teams may win and teams may
Optic'i Number, Main 2.
lose, but the Tigers growl on forever.
Young Wheat of Brooklyn promises to give Frank Schulte a race for
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER- slugging honors this season.
TISEMENTS
"The White Sox made nearly as
hits this year as they did in
many
Five cents per line each Insertion. the whole season of 1906," said one
Estimate six ordinary words to a Tan.
Johnson, the Highlanders' shortstop,
fin. No ad to occupy less space than who
has been Bby on the batting end,
(two lines. Ail advertisements charg- woke up and batted out a home run
ed will be booked at space actually off Hall of Boston.
Scout Fred Lake of the Browns Is
set, without regard to number of
around the Eastern
words. Cash In advance preferred.
league at present, but he has not dug
up any players as yet
The Philadelphia fans say that
Hans Lobert is a much better third
.WANTED Dressmaking
and plain sacker than Eddie Grant. soIt does
far.
seem that way in the score
sewing. 1010 Tilden ave.
Del Gainor, the new first baseman
of the Tigers, seems to be a real ball
WANTED
Good cook. 725 6th at
player. He has made good with the
Detroit fans and Manager Jennings.
Altlzer, who was such a phenom In
the American association, has been
unable to fathom the wiles of the
major leaguers. Downey is now on the
g

long-distanc-

-

'

Wanted

For Sale

Job.

FOR SALE White Wyandotte chicks.
An Amherst collegian who knew
Price according to size. Mrs. M. E. Henry as a catcher says that It it were
not for the fact that Henry would
Johnson, Humboldt, Kan.
grow too fat waiting for a chance to
replace Street the youngster would be
FOll SALE "The Albert," cheap a worthy performer In his old position.
rent.
See Wheeler, Las Vegas
Steam Laundry Office.
MILLERS ARE RUNNING AWAY
SALE Buff Plymouth Rock Joe Cantlllon's American Association
baby chicks, (12 ' per 100. Money
Team Starts Out With Rush-- All
must accompany order. Mrs. MagTeams Look Alike.
gie . Stevens; Humboldt, Kan, R 2.
Joe Cantlllon's merry Millers are
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de- converting the American association
pennant race Into a merry scramble
scriptions. Notary seals and rec- for second place and answering the
ords ai The Optic oftce.
question affirmatively that they can

For Rent
FOR RENT Furnished front room
bath, modern home, $8 month. 103S
Fifth street
mod1034

FOR RENT Furnished room, electric
light, bath, $10. 723 Fifth street
FOR
RENT Flve-rcmodern
house. Inquire 825 Third atreet.

Lost
Six weeks old Collie pup,
day evening. Return to E. O.
mas 1008 Sixth etreet

MonTho-

The woman of today who has good
Ik alt h, good temper, good sense,
bright eye and a lovely complexion.
the result of correct living and good
digestion, wins the admiration of the
world. If your digestion is faulty
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab
lets will correct it For sale by all
druggists.
LOCAL TIME CARD

-

WE8T BOUND
Arrive
1:50
6:15
6:15
6:85

Mo. 1

No.

3
frlo. 7
No. 9

Depart

No.
No.
No.
No.

1
2
7

.....

9

2:10
6:20
5:40
7:00

P.

M,
A. M.
P. M.

P.

M.

P.

M.

A. M.

P.
P.

M- -

M.

EAST BOUND

Arrive
No.
No.

No.
No.

No.

8

No, 10

M.
M.
M.

9:10
11:1
1:15
1:45

P.
P.
A.
P.

K.

:15

P.

M.

Depart
No. 2
,No. 4

X
Manager Joe Cantillon.

In the Wake of the Measles
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer.
Little Rook, Ark., had the measles.
The result was a severe cough which
grew worse and he could not eleep.
6he says: "One bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound completely
cured him aad he has never been
bothered elnce." Croup,
whooping
contrh. maanlAft- - mnrh nil vfaM tn nvi.
ey's Honey and Tar Compound. The
genuine la in tne yellow package al
O. G
ways. Refuse substitutes.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

HANDLED

DIRECTOR!'

BUSINESS'
brothers

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
A. M. Regular com-

always welcome to the
W. O. Wood,
wigwam.
sachem;
David Flint, chief of records and
collector of wampum.

munication first and
third Thursday In each
month. Visiting broth,
ers cordially invited. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
William H. Stapp. W. M.; Chas. H.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Sporleder,
Secretary.
It
Trying to kill the ball doesn't kill
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
as often as It kills batting averages.
Brothers are cordially invited. G.
Goods has a finished style In the LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
outfield. Judging fly balls well and maH. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reking no fuss about getting under them. git 4jk ular conclave second Tues-jp4- "
Condon, Secretary
Thus far all the heavy hitting of
day in each month at MaNew York teams has been done away
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesfrom home mostly in southern train- sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
S.
Chas.
Tamme,
C;
ing.
day evenings each month, at Fra"Tris" Speaker, the Red Sox run
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
maker,' believes that the best kind of
Brothers cordially Invited to attend.
a batting average is one that is built
LAS
VEGAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
while team mates are on the sacks.
B. F. McOulre, President; E. C.
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Nashville, Tenn., is crowing over
Ward, Secretary.
the fact that Sunday ball can be
convocation first Monday
in each month at Maplayed there now. It is twenty-eigh- t
years since such a thing was possible
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
before.
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
The unconditional release handed
in O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
Thursday
P.; Chas. H
Sporleder,
Sam Leever by the Pittsburg club
building.
members are
Visiting
marks the end of the big league ca- secretary.
invited. W. R. Tipton, O. K.;
reer of one of the veterans who has
E. P. Mackel, F. 8.
done much for the Pirates.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Anti-fa- t
producers have been trying
S. Meets second and fourth Thurs- I. O. O.
for years to reach Clyde Engle, but
F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
1. Meets every
the handy man of the Red Sox has a
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs.
Monday evening at
treatment of bis own. His early seatheir hall on Sixth street All visit,
M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
Agnes
son speed is a testimonial.
lng brethren(cordlally invited to
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
At least Fred Parent left Chicago
Carl Carl Werta, N. G.; A.
to
which
remember
him.
something by
Mrs.- Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
T.
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Rogers,
with
the White Sox
His last game
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
Secretary; W. E. Crltes, treasurer;
was:
AB. R. H. SB. SH. P. A. E.
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
NO
DORADO
LODGE
1,
Parent, ss.. 5 1 3 0 0 2 2 0 EL
Suggestion for the baseball players'
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODbrotherhood: As long as the White
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
every Monday eveRat b refuse to appear on the stage
Meets
the second and fourth Friwith baseball players, why not get out
ning in Castle hall.
of
each month In the W. O.
injunctions preventing vaudeville ardays
Visiting Knights are
tists from producing alleged baseball
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
p
1
Christopher
Invited.
cordially
plays and other sketches supposedly
ciay. Venerable Consul; George
Chas. B. Llebsoh-niebased on out of door sports 7
Laemmle, Clerk; Z.. W. Montague,
Chancellor assistant deputy.
Visfting Neigh
Commander. Harry
toe present leaders to land tneir rebors are cordially invited.
Martin, Keeper of
spective pennants. But always there
is wonderful respect for a previous
Records and Seal.
Millers
winner and the
DENTISTS.
with their pitchers going fairly well BALDY LODGE
NO.
77,
FRATERNAL
are a tough proposition. Several of
F. R. LORD
the games won by the Twin City out UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
fit might almost as easily have been
and third Wednesdays of each
DENTIST
captured by the opposition, but it's a
Office Pioneer Building
month
at
Fraternal
Brotherhood
habit of stronger clubs to win the
Rooms 3 and 4
hall. A. E. Kay ward, F. M.; W.
close games. If the Millers continue
Phone Main 57
Secretary. Visiting mem- Office
their present gait for another month
Residence
bers cordially invited.
Phone Main 413
much of the Interest In the ultimate
disposition of the pennant will be
dissipated in advance.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
102 Meets every Monday night at
DENTIST
PLAYERS DON'T GET CHANCE
their hall In the Schmidt building, Suite
4, Crockett Building. Has phones
west of Fountain Square, ai eight
Manager Tenney 8ays Many Youngat office and residence.
o'clock. Visiting members are corsters Not Given Opportunity to
welcome.
E.
E.
dially
Gehrlng, presiProve Their Worth.
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, SecreATTORNEYS
tary; C. Baily, Treasurer.
"Many young ball players do not
have a chance to prove their worth
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
with the big teams," says Manager . E. ROSENWALD LODGE
NO.
545,
Boston
of
Nationals.
the
&
HUNKER
HUNKER
Tenney
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first Tues"They show enough ability In . the
Attorneys at Law
minors to warrant scouts recommend
day of the month in the vestry Las
New Mexico
Vegas
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
ing them for purchase or draft, but
find
for
when they report
duty they
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
there Is so much competition that
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
MASSAGE
they must sit on the bench rather
President; Charles Greenclay,
than display their skill. Soon they are
turned back to the minors without a
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
trial, and In many cases they become
Masseuse and Midwife
discouraged. Those are the very men RED MEN Meet in
Fraternal Broth- Kesiaence Phone
Main 30S
I want to build up my team.
We
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth Massage Parlor Phone
haven't had a chance to do much
Vegas 7i
In Las Vegas Thursdays, Fridays
Thursday of each month, eighth
scouting, but we are willing to profit
thirtieth breath. Visiting and Saturdays.
run,
by the other clubs' research. I can
prove what I say by pointing to Goods
and Clarke of my team. They have
been with other big clubs but have
.
never had a chance to play regularly
until now. Constant practice and increased confidence in themselves have
ball
developed them into first-clas-s
players, and I would not displace
them if I could. Experience is, a big
factor in the success of youngsters."

mm

OR

LOST

AND

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

Have
Your
RKIUMI

cor-dlall- y

gum-shoein- g

FOR RENT One or two rooms,
ern, electric lights and bath.
8th St Pbone Main 108.

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

get along without "Daredevil" Dave
Altlxer and "Long Tom" Hughes. If
the Millers had not won the pennant
so decisively last year, It is quite
possible there would not be so much
concern in other camps. Philadelphia
in the National league and Detroit in
the American league amassed quite
as large a margin, and yet critics ex
cept in those two cities do not expect

hard-hittin-

Wedding Stationery

Announcement Cards

g

Engraved Cards
Calling Cards

Birth Announcements
Programs
and Stationery

OOOOOO0$

Printed by the

want

ARCHITECTS WILL MEET
South Bend, Ind., June 9. South
Bend will entertain the annual convention of the Indiana chaper of the
American Institute of Architects tomorrow. One of the principal feat
ures of the meeting will be an ad
dress by Irving K. Pond of Chicago,
president of the American Institute of
Architects.

ANOTHER COOING PLACE

r.

Mini

There is more Catarrh in this
of the country than all other dis
eases put together, and until the last
few years, was supposed to be incur- "or a great many years doc
aoie.
tors pronounced it a local disease and
prescribed local remAdies. and by con
stantly failing to cure with local treat
Sciment, pronounced it incurable.
ence has proved catarrh to be a constitutional disease and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio. i8 the
only constitutional cure on the market. It Is taken internally in doses
trom 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system.- - They offer
John Say, Silas, what on earth aire one
hundred dollars for any case it
yer bulldin' another porch on th' side falls to cure. Send for c'rdulars
and
of the house fer?
testimonials
Silas 'Cause thet one is right un- Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.. To
der my window, an' I'm tired er listen-Iledo, Ohio
ter Sal an' her beau talkin' love
Sold by druggists, 7Rc.
Take Hall's family Pills for const!
every night
nation.
n'

11:20 P. M.
... 1:25 A. M. The experience we buy at bargain
Popular muslo is apt to make us all
1:10 P.M. sales doesn't amount to much.
long for a change of air.

Optic
Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

Publishing
Company

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it

Printers of
,

SATISFACTORY

PRINTING

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

Pbone

laiti

Sutocrio for

Our Prices Are Right

Tim Optm
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write In German," IsVt it? and" then
topped al tfiVdoor" orTEeTnsraryr- "What Is ln there, my boy?" he thee let Harry read it"
asked. "I haven't been ln that room
So the Count tore the fly leaf from
the book ln bis hand and solemnly
yet"
"There?" Harry repeated, nervously. wrote thereon the line:
"Oh, that's Just a Junk room."
"Find die dame ihr hut?"
"Thee means a bunk room," Lucy
He handed the sheet to Harry, who
corrected him, mischievously,
assumed the painfully awkward peti"Yes," Harry said. "It's a Junk tion of a schoolboy and laboredly read
bunk room."
the line, with an atrocious mispronun"Varlly," said Mr. Medders. "a Junk ciation of almost every word. The
bunk room must be Interesting."
Count smiled, and took the paper
And before Harry could stop him ha from him.
saying:
had opened the door and started In,
"You see, he has der Cherman acWILBUR D. MESBIT
only to step back and say:
cent, but not yet der Cherman vords.
"Why, there Is some one in here."
Der line is: Tlnd die dame lhr. hutr
U.NrHhlt
"Is there?" Harry asked, affecting It lss a
question, yon see, unt iss to
surprise, hastily trying to think how be answered yet"
big the headlines would be ln the
"Oh, and what does It mean ln Eng8YN0P3I3.
papers the next day.
lish?" Lucy asked.
"Why, who can It be?" Lucy asked.
"It means," the Count said, with
Harry, feeling that all was lost, still much significance, and
hU
speaking with
autohl
half-wathoughts
racked
his
some
SwltnJ i.n
for
.brain
'
deliberation and emphaslB, "It
"'IP''''""
reasonable explanation of the pres- great
means: 'Did the lady find her hat? "
him when h. was
ence, ns he thought of Daphne as
injuVeT'
"V1
"Did the lady find her hat?" Lucy
ISun
out la the
1uti,.acident
- Vf"
well as the Count in his library.
off of his sur- 2.UiTyafter him.
repeated
SSaSS'tat- -' .theS! P'e"Rnt thounhu h.
"Why, you see," he began, "they
"Not yet!" Harry said, absentr
auto containing; a
"
are
they
womaa.
Thl"" SSL"! an.d
mlndedly.
1
ru"J"They?" Medders said. "There Is
edlv
th
"Ah," the Count said, smiling, "Noch
of th.
"mnanu
lhuyJ5ru,t"
only one man ln here."
pocket and makes his escape.
nlcht"
Harry was lost for language and
"Of course! Of course t" Harry said,
arwiPTER,
Harry1, sister,
Sro- - - Socrates
bereft of thought when the Count as
Prln,:
mer ?H(,play ho8te8- of
though being corrected ln his proarrives
stalked
door.
from
the
Lucys,
majestically
with a w?1."""'.?'8as a alft to Lucv
"Nock nit"
nunciation.
No
one else could be seen ln the
Harry is trailed to his home by the Cte
nodded bis head with
Count
The
man count and the
lady of the damaged
library. Harry looked swiftly through
the doorway into 'every corner of that commendation.he
"Some day
vlll be a great CherCHAPTER ni. Who, It develops. Is
room, asking himself: "Where the man scholar
some day," he asserted.
dickens has she gone?"
he' hu"Hnd- should hear of her
iiL6"'
with pride and
Harry beamed
her milliner
She was no longer there, that much
SEfKi duP'lcate
,8hd'la'- f 'hethatruined
amusement Mr. Medders observed to
hat had
was
see
And
to
certain.
he
turned
'.'"u"1 i H"ry'' house.
deman.ls for the hat Harthe Count bowing stiffly to Mr. Med- him:
ry insists that he knows nothing
"Verily, thy tutor must be a learned
about
ders and Lucy. The Cofcnt held a
Madders and her father arrive
man."
a"d th" Count Is secreted
ln the library
book in his hand, and as his head
and Mrs. Blues in Harry's bedroom.
"He reads nothing but the classics,"
rose from one of his deep bows he
replied. "You'll always find him
CHAPTER IV. Lucy profeses curiosity
winked earnestly at Harry a helpful, Harry
ln the library. He's dying to get buck
the room In which Mrs. Blazes
rerardtns
Is hidden and Harry Is forced to do some
friendly wink, which was as though there new, I
expect"
,
fancy lying.
"The Ideal" She Ejaculated. "I Wont It said for him not to worry, that the
"And no doubt that is a classic he
would
Count
him
back
ln
CHAPTER V. The milliner arrive, tc
any
up
Breathe the Same Air With That
hath ln his hand even at this motrace the duplicate hat. She proves to be
story he told.
German Foreigner!"
ment." Medders said.
I'aphne
Dafflnpton whom Harry had
"I
shown considerable attention to ln the
beg your pardon," Harry rallied.
"I've no doubt," said Harry, taking
and
the
situation becomes more corn
past
from his home and have some peace "I had quite forgotten the Count Miss
She agrees to make
the book from the Count's hand and
plicated.
of
Mr.
the
rest
the
Is
this
the
Medders,
Medders,
hat providing Harry will take her another
day.
to dinner. Lucy and Carolyn call Harry and
glancing at the title, which was
Daphne and the Count meekly en- Count von Fltz."
"Three Weeks." "Ah, It Is an old
Daphne Is hustled Into the room occuThe
bowed
Count
tered
the library, and Harry ran to
beautifully, Lucy
pied by the Count. The Count and Daphne
It seems had carried on a flirtation bethe door of his bedroom and was oourtesied,
her father shook the treatise on the brevity of time."
fore and greeted each other warmly.
He tossed the book Into the library,
about to open It when he heard Caro- Count's hand and still everything
and said:
was not explained.
lyn calling him:
"Now, I don't want to have to think
"And Is the gentleman thy instruc
CHAPTER VI.
"Oh, Harry, where are you?"
Mrs. Blazes, hearing him at her tor, perhaps?" Medders asked, noting of any more German, today., This is
For a time Yhere was silence In the door, opened it and was now coming the book the Count held, and associat- to be a real holiday, Count, and I re
room. Then the door of one room oat, when, to her utter astonishment ing It with the fact that the Count had fuse to study any more."
"I think thee art doing a great
opened and Mrs. Blazes peered anx- he shoved her back into the room been in the library.
and pulled the door to.
v Harry,
iously forth.
fairly bubbled with Joy at work," Lucy said to the Count "to
"I wonder why he Is so long getting
"I'm coming," he called to Carolyn, this helpful suggestion, all uncon- teach Harry German. It Is fine that
he hath thee for a tutor. How did
and hurried out again.
that hat," she said to herself.
sciously given by Medders.
The door across from her began
"Yes," he said, "he is my German thee happen to be engaged by him?"
Siruutaneously the door of the li
to open, and she hurriedly dashed brary opened, and Daphne emerged.
tutor."
"Merely by accident," the Count an
"And art thee a teacher of Ger swered.
'hack and closed her door. The Count
'The Idea!" she ejaculated. "I won't
and Daphne came from the library.
breathe the same air, with that Ger man?" Lucy asked, artlessly, of the
"Yes," Harry added, "through a
Count
Before he could reply, Harry mere accident"
"Indeed," Daphne said, "he might man foreigner!"
Then she fce,rd some one approach laughed:
haye told me you were in there. But
aayhe he meant It as a surprise to ing the room, and consternation seized
"Yes, he's a German teacher of GerCHAPTER VIII.
me."
her. She looked nervously about for man German. Ha, ha! Good Joke,
.
She simpered and peeped roguishly a place of concealment
dear teacher!"
Harry felt that there was nothing
at the Count,
"Where can I hide? Where can I
He nudged the Count ln the ribs, to he could do which would
sufficlenly
"I hope," the Count said, "It vas a hide?" she wailed.
that gentleman's discomfiture.
show his gratitude to the Count
The voices came nearer, and dessurprise. To think dot now ve haff
"He lss alvays choking ven he Everything was
straightening out
a meetings."
perately she rushed to the door of the should be learning," the Count grave- nicely. To git rid of the Count would
"The pleasure is all yours, sweet bedroom wherein was Mrs. Blazes. ly Informed Lucy.
be simple. As his German tutor,
noble of teutonic blood," said Daphne, Opening the door, she dashed ln.
"Has he learned much?" Lucy want what could be more natural than for
With mutual exclamations of recog- ed to know.
with fine sarcasm.
the Count to pat on his hat and walk
The Count looked at her with pique, nition she and Mrs. Blazes saw each
"He has a lot to learn yet," the away? And then there was the quick
And
tremother.
was
door
the
his
head
still
mournfully.
shaking
Count replied, with significance that manner ln which the Count had ral"To think 1" he sighed. "After all bling shut when Lucy and Harry was not lost on Harry.
lied to his support Evidently, In
I spend on you, den you leave me strolled Into the den.
"Oh, Harry!" Lucy cried, clapping spite of his grievance, the Count was
raiting for you ln such disgraceful-sea- s ' Sisters In affliction and adversity,
a man who would not stand or sit
Mrs. Blazes and Daphne were not long
on der corner I"
Idly by and see a fellow man suffer
in
each
in
bated
to
confiding to,
other,
explain.
Daphne tried
because of a mistake, or a combina"Honest, County," she said, at which whispers, the reasons for their pres-enotion of mistakes.
Daphne's position was one well
pet name he flinched. "Honest, CounWith a quiet wink to the Count,
ty, I didn't mean to disappoint you, calculated to upset her nerves. Out-- :
Harry said to Lucy and her father:
men
were
two
side
I
with
whom
she
hadn't
but a traveling gentleman
"I want to take you around the
seen for a long time came through, had flirted, one of whom wanted a
a bit now. Count von Fitz
grounds
and as I hadn't seen him for so long, ring be had given her and which she
will excuse us, I know."
I went to supper with him. You see, had presented to the husband of the
"Most certainly," the Count replied,
the trouble with you and me was th lady with whom she was talking.
"Und I vlll pursue my
grandly.
was
On the other hand, Mrs. Blazes
way we talked. Half the time I
studies."
couldnt understand you and the other not happily situated. Without a perBut more noise was heard from the
fect duplicate of her hat she felt that
half you couldnt understand me."
and Harry flinched. He
hallway,
could
not
home.
not
could
She
she
go
The Count looked at her blankly.
could not Imagine what further trouHer explanation did not explain at all. leave the room now, to go home, anyble fate had ln store for him, but ho
"Such a deceitfulness!" he Mid. way.
had experienced so much in this brief
was
ln
with
locked
And
How
now,
I
her,
"And after gave you my ring.
time, and his nerves were on such a
a
could
who
make
the only person
dared you keep It?"
wire edge, that he knew any unusual
The Count's haughty Indignation duplicate of her hat
noise meant trouble, and any unusual
"What are we to dor she tearfully
over her having kept his ring was
silence might mean worse.
conof
asked
little
Daphne.
with
a
itlnctured
twinge
"What can it be?" Lucy asked ln
to
what
goes
"Bo quiet and listen
science over the fact that, separated
alarm.
(from them by only a thin door, was on out there," Daphne told her. "Mr.
"Let us go and see," Medders said.
another lady to whom, that very day, Swlfton Is Just as anxious to get us
some
They were saved the effort, for Ccr-oly-n
If
out
are
we
to
out
as
The
similar
get
e had given a
ring.
came running ln, her eyes big
to
have
and
ln
nt had the habit of "wishing on" a one else doesn't drop
with alarm, and her face white with
"He Has a Lot to Learn Yet"
g, as an Incident of his various flir-- be hidden, I think he will work It
fright She rushed to Harry and
.tlons. And no sooner did he wish it some way."
clung to him.
her
hands
"Wilt
undiscov
of
out
here
If
Ion then he began to wish it back.
I
together
delightedly.
"Well,
get
"Oh, Harry!" she cried. "That tersome
her
for
me?
thee
German
Mrs.
speak
Blazes, raising
"I didn't keep your old ring!" ered," said
'
rible old General!"
hand to wipe away a tear, "I'll never Wilt?"
(Daphne retorted.
"Gott!" the Count exclaimed, turn"Sure, I'll wilt" Harry smiled. "Ich
flirt again."
"You didn'tr
ing toward the library. "He hass dis"No. 1 gave it away to a gentleman
Daphne's sharp eyes saw a familiar Hebe dicb,"
covered me!"
"Is
German?"
asked
on
that
her
good
Lucy
finger.
ifrlend."
ring
"What Is It, Carolyn? What about
"What a lovely ring, Mrs. Blazes!" the Count
"Vat!" the Count asked, In noble
the General?" asked Harry.
husband
"Did
her.
Count
assured
the
dissimulated.
fine,"
beaudtful
she
your
"Very
"You
ring
my
horror.
gave
"There, there, my girl,? soothed Mr.
"He lss a quick scholar he lss vat
avay. Ach! To think of it, mit all give It to you?"
Medders. "Calm thyself."
"What? Oh, this ring?" Mrs. Blazes you call rapid fast"
Its family unt historical significance,
"Do tell us what has frightened
other
"What does that mean what he
being on der finger of some common answered guiltily, folding her
thee," Lucy begged, taking Carolyn's
as to said?" Lucy asked.
so
it
about
hand
carelessly,
(person!"
"It iss not for me, hiss tutor, to hand ln hers and patting It
"Indeed," Daphne snapped. "He conceal it "Oh, no, that's Just a ring
"General Blazes," Carolyn said.
of
mine."
to
a
friend
for him. Later, he Till tell
translate
want
I
you that belongs
Hsnt any common person,
tto know. He is the head of a noble
Daphne could not understand it, and you vat It means, I know," the Count straightening herself up and catching
her breath. "General Blazes is comfamily, respected citizen and a par- yet she could not ask any more ques- replied.
ing, and he swears he will do desperwas
saywith
herself
contented
last
lesson
"What
She
about
tions.
mine."
thy
of
admirer
ticular
ate things, Harry. Oh, I am so
"Was
asked
Mr.
an
Medders.
with
Icy
her
Harry,"
ing:
The Count regarded
"I've heard that sometimes rings it some passage from the German afraid."
stare as he said crushlngly:
The deep voice of the General
masters, or a chapter of history, perbrought bad luck."
"I am afraid den he lss not so
boomed from the hall.
chance?"
as he might be,"
"Where Is sho?" he shouted.
CHAPTER VII.
"What was our last lesson about?"
For a moment the very air was
Is she? I want my wife, I tell
"Where
Count.
the
Count
asked
The
Harry
tense between them.
"It vas reading writing," the Count you!" .
When Harry and Lucy strolled Into
glared at Daphne, and Daphne reHe stormed Into the den and conturned his glare with fiery interest the den. Just after Daphne had suc- said.
"Reading and writing, you mean?" fronted them. He stalked up to HarShe leaned over until her sharp nose ceeded In getting into the room with
ry, brandishing his cane.
'was within three Inches of his face, Mrs. Blazes, they were followed by Lucy asked.
"Where is my wife?" he clamored.
Mr. Medders. Mr. Medders was find"No, no. Reading writing. I am
and said to him ln razory accents:
"You can't Insult me. Fve been In ing many things to interest him in writing der reading und den he Iss "Yon scoundrel! Where Is my wife?"
Harry waited until the General had
Harry's home. This was the first time reading der writing."
sulted by experts I"
run
out of breath; this procedure also
m.Kht
some
he
saw
where
ever
been
had
Count
the
that
had
he
Harry
The Count Jumped as though he
in his mind, but what It mlxht ba allowing him to collect his wits. Then!
plan
ex
room
and
room
to
from
saunter
This
a
had been pricke'l by pin.
he could net Imagine.
However, he a askedi
of him down as a nonentity, ac- amine pictures, books and
forward it
to
lent
himself
willingly
that
kind
of
a
"Why, General, what In the world Is
which
were
of
many
companied by a sharp snap of the
"He means that he would write wrong?"
were not popular ln his own environtreatcavalier
more
a
bit
was
finger,
"Everything's wrong! You're a scam
something and then I would try to
ment tbnn be had ever received. He ment
read it" he said. Mr. Medders nodded doundrel; I'm a fam dool! My wife
Just
is
said
."this
Lucy
"Oh,
Harry,"
in
reply.
could think of nothing to say
gravely; to him It appeared to be a is a flcked wirt I mean a wicked
went the most delightful visit!"
Daphne, now thoroughly angry,
"I'm doing everything I can to make very good plan. Lucy, with great in- flirt!"
on:
"It's ceming ln bunches," Harry
terest said:
I
"I want you to understand that Gen- it pleasant for you, and hop nothing
to himself.
He determined
German
ln
said.
to
write
"Oh,
thought
It,"
spoil
Harry
"
something
happens
ral Blazes
Medders,.movlng about the deu. now, then It must be awfully hard Jo that, even, though, the . General had
"You save my ring to Cheneral
Blazes!" the Count
gasped:
"Sure," Daphne replied, t
"Meln Gott Ira hiromel!"
With one of his Th.ua on the General's finger and the other on the
Anger of the General's
the
wife,
thought was too much. The Count
dropped limply into a chair and
ragged his head grimly.
"Both rings In der same family!
Ach, Gott!" he murmured.
Harry hurried Into the room, and
stopped in astonishment at sight of
them.
"Hsre!" he exclaimed, "you shouldn't have come out here. Get back In
the library for a minute and then I'll
let you escape."
He smiled easily now, for he believed he bad arranged matters so
that he could eliminate these people
"""
W

The Girl of
2y Dreams

-
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to believe" his wife was In Che my dear General," Daphne said wew
be would affect to misunder- ly. 8he swept out with as much
stand him and thus disarm him.
grandeur as she could muster and
"Why, General," be said, "you're Daphne could muster a plenty.
excited."
Disgusted with himself, the General
"You bet I'm excited!" the General whirled about and stamped away.
In
his
cane
the air,
ycl'ed, slinking
"I told him his wife wasn't hero,"
while Lucy and Carolyn shuddered Harry said, turning to Lucy. But she
and held each other tight, behind Mr. was weeping ln her father's arms,
Medders, and the Count stood ready while Carolyn was huddled on a couch
crying. The Count stepped up to
Harry.
"I get you out of dis yet!" he said.
rc.-o-n
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Portland, Mo, June 9. Former Senator Eugene Hale, who shared with
the late James O. Blaine and Thomas
B. Reed the honor of being the ablest
leaders of the republican party In
their state and nation, reached the
age of seventy-fiv-e
years today. Mr.
Hale entered publlo life in 1S67, ln
which year he was elected to the
Maine legislature. He was elected to
the United States senate in 18S1 and
remained one of its most conspicuous
leaders until his retirement last March,
his service ln the upper house cov(To Be Continued Tomorrow;)
ering a period of thirty years. Mr.
A man's vocabulary is generally Hale's home ln this stale Is at Ellslarger than a woman's but a woman's worth, where he spends the sum
Is more persistent.
mers. It Is understood that he Intends to continue his winter residence
ln Washington.
Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
M. N. George,
Irondale, Ala., was
bothered with kidney trouble for many
The uniform success that has at
vears. "T was persuaded to try Fol-le- tended
the use of Chamberlain's Colic,
takand
before
Kidney Remedy,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy has
I
It
benethree
could
Its
feel
ing
days
a favorite everywhere. It can
ficial effects. The pain left my back, made it
be depended upon. For sale
always
I
cleared
my kidney action
up, and
am bo much better. I do not hesitate by all druggists.
tit recommend Foley Kidney
Remedy." O. G. Scahefer and Red Cross
Foley Kidney Pills are a true mediDrug Co.
cine. They are hea'ing, strengthening, antiseptic and tonic. They act
quickly. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Warning to Railroad Men
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath Me., Cross Drug Co.
sends out this warning to railroaders:
"A conductor on the railroad,
my
Stop in at O. G. Schaefer's and get
work caused a chronic Inflammation
of the kidneys, and I was miserable a free sample of ZEMO and ZEMO
and all played out. A friend advised SOAP.
Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
The surest and most economical
t commen ed taking them, I
began to treatment for eczema,
pimples, danregain my strength. The Inflammation cleared and I am far better than druff and all diseases of the skin and
I have been for twenty years.
The scalp. Do not neglect this. They will
weakness and dizzy spells are a thing
relief and put you on
of the past and I highly recommend give you nrompt
cure. Good for inr'oley Kidney Pills." O. G. Scahefer the road to a
fants as well as grown persons.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Sold by druggists everywhere and
In Las Vegas by our authorized
A DEFINITION
agent, O. G. Schaefer.
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"My Wife Is In There."
to Jump into the library If the fury
of the General should be directed at
him.
"You bet I'm excited.

I'm as loozy
as a crane I mean crazy as a loon.
I want my wife, I tell you. Where is
she?"
"Well, General," Harry replied stiffly, "I'm not running a guessing contest, you know."
"None of you nam donsense! You
know where my wife Is." '
Mr. Medders stepped forward with
his hand raised to calm the General,
and, speaking to Harry, asked:
"Knowest thou aught of bis wife,
Harry?"
"I don't know what can be the
matter with him," Harry evaded.
The Count sidled toward the door
Into the ball, saying meekly:
"I think I am going, now."
, The General
stopped him with a
flourish of his cane, and shouted:
"You stay right here!
You may
know something of this."
Lucy now found a chance to ask
something.
"What is it the man sayeth of thee,
Harry?" she asked.
Before Harry could reply to her the
t
General demanded:
"Has my Wife been here today?"
"I can answer for him," Lucy re"No strange woman
plied, gently.
has been here."
The General looked puzzled.
He
took off his hat, tucked his cane under
his arm, and mopped his brow.
"That's remarkable," he said. "My
wife telephoned from this house not
half an hour ago. They told me so at
the millinery store down the street
I stopped there to Inquire for her."
"They must have been mistaken,"
Harry said, ','lt Is Just possible that
they had the number mixed. I dont
believe they even know who we are
here. We don't deal with them."
"Well, Harry," the General said,
slowly, looking from one to the other
of the faces before him, and realizing
that he bad been ln error. "I'm sorry
I made such an ass of myself. You
don't know what It Is to be worried
about a wife yet You'll pardon me,
won't you?"
."Why, certainly, General," Harry
said, grasping his outstretched hand.
"Let bygones be bygones and all that
I know how you feel. I've been worried once or twice myself but not
about a wife."
"Well, my boy, your time will
come," sagely promised the General.
"I trust the ladles will pardon me, and
you gentlemen, also."
Lucy and Carolyn, Mr. Medders and
the Count cheerfully forgave him and
he started out, when On, luckless
fate! from the room where Daphne
and Mrs. Blazes waited, came a
sneeze. It was not a stifled sneeze, It
was not a weak, apologetic sneeze
sneeze
It was a big, whole-soulesneeze that told by Its very sound
that It had been held back as long as
possible and was glad to be given Its
liberty I The General flamed Into
wrath, and whirled on his heel to eon-froHarry.
"Ha!" he exclaimed. "My wife's
own sneeze! I'd know It among a
million.
I'd recognize her sneeze la
the midst of a battle. It's no use to
bamboozle me. My wife is ln there I"
He leveled his cane at the door as
thought about to fire a volley throngs,
the panels. Harry clutched a chair
back to steady himself.
Mr. Medders came over to Harry
slowly, waving a hand at the General
to Inform him that he would take
charge of the case from now on.
"Harry," he said, seriously. "What
does this mean?"
"I dont know," Harry replied. "I'm
guessing. Just as much as anybody
else."
"Thee would not let mo look la
there 1" Lucy said, aocusingly.
"Oh, Harry!" Carolyn wept
The Count chewed his mustache
and trembled.
The General's eyes were now biasing. He awaited the denouement
Harry looked at them all. Sav
Carolyn he could find no sympathy,!
Suddenly he refleoted that, after au
he was blameless. He would opetf
the door, allow Mrs. Blazes to come
out, and throw himself on Lucy's
mercy. He stepped to the door,
yanked it open, and
With a complacent smile out
stepped Daphne Dafflngton.
"That is not my wife!" shouted the
General.
"It seems Impossible to escape you.
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Painting
and
Paper
Hanging

"What's a .'chaser,' pa?"
"An afterthought, my dear."
FULL OF BONES

it

First class work
and best of materials is my
motto. Estimates cheerfully given.
You need not feel so
proud, you "Old Grave Yard."
Second Fish This is an Insult!
Why do you call me an "Old Grave

First Fish

Yard?"

First Fish Because

you are full of

H. T. Davis
Phone Main 357.

bones.
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RESORT

In the Healthful New Mexican Rockies,
nesr Las Vegas
5TAQE LEAVES EVERY ilORNINO AT 8 O'CLOCK EXCEPT SUNDAYS

Inqulra mt ROMERO

MERCANTILE CO.,

Phonm Main SO

85

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth mot.

of those who

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to some- one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper! want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery land furniture, particles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
fr
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For Tomorrow
Saturday, June ioth'
)

FRESH FRUITS
and Green Vegetables
THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

Phone Main

193

or Main

LOCAL NEWS

McCormick Binders and Mowers

Pork sausage and eggs for breakfast at White. Kitchen. ;, The place
that Is clean.
,. ,

NONE BETTER MADE

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

Repairs for nil Machines Made

194

20 per cent off on Straw Hats,
urday only. At Greenberger's.

i

Si?CMfiSJ7 m)

3 11(3

of Straw Hals

In

We have a particularly line line of

FRIDAY, JUNE 9, 19 11

AT

GREENBERGER'S

Sat-

LUDWIG WH. ILFELD, Agent

John Rogers, local agent for the
PHONE MAIN 379
Overland automobile has delivered to
J. P. Earlckson, the merchandise broker, a handsome Model 51, thirty
off on Children's Wash
horsepower Overland fore-doo- r
touring
car. Mr. Earlckson will now Join the Suits for Saturday at Greenberger's. TWO FAST GAMES
balance of the Las Vegas auto hugs
and buzz around.
Baseball, Dawson vs. Las Vegas.
WITH DAWSON CLUB
Amusement park tomorrow and SunNotice has been sent out by the pos- day afternoons. Game called tomorFANS TO BE TREATED TO BEST
tal department of the discontinuance row at 3:30. Admission 25 cents.
of the postoffices at Earlham, Dona
CONTESTS OF SEASON TOElectric Irons on 30 days trial. Las
Ana county, and Fbrt Wlngate, McKin-ieMORROW AND SUNDAY
county. The latter office was clos- Vegas Light and Power company.
ed on account of the removal of the
Two of the fastest baseball games
Baseball tomorrow. Las Vegas vs.
soldiers from the old fort. The mall
to
be played in Las Vegas in sevfor Fort Wlngate will now go to Reho-both- . Dawson.
eral
years are scheduled for tomorMall formerly sent to Earlham
Lunch every morning at 10 o'clock row and Sunday afternoons at Amusewill be sent to La Mesa.
at Long Buffet.
ment park' when the crack Dawson
club
will meet the Maroons in a series
Bringing with , it relief from the
Always get the best at Nolette's
unusual heat of the past several days
two
of
games. The Dawson club will
barber shop.
a thunder and rain storm visited Las
tomorrow
afternoon on No. 1
arrive
Vegas yesterday afternoon. The rainThe Treble Clef club will meet to- and the gamre will be called promptly
fall, according to the guage at the morrow
morning at the Normal at at 3:30 o'clock. Sunday's game will
Normal, was .12 Inches. This is not 10:15 o'clock.
a great amount of water but it was
begin at 3 o'clock.
sufficient to cause the tehrmometer to
The Dawson club is touted as the
Old Crow sold over the bar at
drop several points. The display of
best 1:5 the Southwest this year, havLong's Buffet
lightning yesterday afternoon was
ing a '1st of players who are the best
vivid and the pealing of the thundc
The rain of yesterday afternoon was to be gathered from the minor leagues
terrified many people. Sparks Jump- much heavier on the mesa than " in and who are drawing an aggregate
ed from the telephones and telegraph town.
The farmers welcomed the monthly salary of $1,500. The coal
call boxes.
A few electric
lights shower as'it wasneeded by the crops. camp wants to annex the champion
were burned out in residences and
ship of New Mexico and southern Colo
stores but lightning is not reported as
rado this year and the fans there have
on
is
beer
Faust
tap
Tony
draught
having done any considerable amount t the
up their money with this end in
put
Opera Bar, and is one of the
of damage.
finest draught beers served over any view.
The Maroons have been strength
tar in the city.
Owing to the large demand for seats
ened for tomorrow's contest and ex
for the concert to be given at the Dunde
Having been granted a raise of fif- pect to get revenge for Sunday's
can opera house on next Wednesday
teen cents a day, many of the work- feat at Dawson, when they were beat
evening by Henry Ohlmeyer and his men employed on the sewer returned en 7 to 3 in a sensational game, lost
Coronado band reesrved seat sale will to
work this morning. After having by costly errors at critical times.
be opened at Murphey's and Schaefer's
have
Several changes in the line-u- p
held out to days the contractors,
onstores
for
drug
Sunday morning,
and Ryan, decided to grant a been made which are expected to
the evening performance.. No reservaand the fans
raise. Though the demands of the strengthen the locals
tion of seats will be made for the speare guaranteed some real
here
1.75
not
were
vorkmen,
per day,
cial matinee on Wednesday afternoon.
granted, many of them decided to take
Prices for the matinee will be, adults the smaller amount and
go to work.
50 cents; children, 25 cents, all parts
It ia understood that the contractors
of the house. Special evening prices
have agreed to grant the workmen a
will be, entire parquet $1.00; reserved
raise if they demonstrate that they
balcony 75 cents; general admission do more than $1.50 worth of work a
?
50 cents.
contractors
do
not
The
say
they
day.
expect any more trouble on account
AT COOLEY'S BARN
of lack of labor. They will increase
A
seven passenger the size of their
gangs as additional
Your curtains need launderwagon, custom made, and will come men are needed. It is likely that over
home safely if kept right side up.
100 men will be put to work in the
ing this spring. The usage they
near future.
have received and the dust
NOTICE
have absorbed during the
they
Notice is hereby given that S.
15 dozen Wilson Bros. 50c Suspen
makes them unfit to
sold
has
winter,
Saloon
the
Arcade
Swadley
to Paul Idler, and that the said Paul ders at 25c. No more than two pair
entire summer. Send
the
hang
Idler assumes all indebtedness and to a customer. Saturday at
your curtains to us, when you
collects all outstanding accounts in
take them down and you will
connection with said saloon.
an
to
You
be
cannot
afford
be
without
pleasantly surprised by their
S. SWADLEY,
can
We
electric
iron.
you
supply
when we return
appearance
PAUL IDLER.
with one. Get our proposition. Las
them. We wash them clean,
Vegas Light and Power company.
without damaging them; we
starch them Just stiff enough
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
to drape right and hold their
at the Opera Bar. Served from barrels on the bar.
shape, and we dry them perfectly square, even and the ex-aPositively no camping, fishing or
size as when sent us.
C,
hunting allowed on our ranch.
F.
W. and
J. Wesner.
You'll Like Our Work.
Try It

We will put on sale
10th, our complete line of
Men's and Boys' Straw Hats, consisting of Sailors, Soft Straws in all the
new shapes, Milans and Panamas at

Saturday, Juno
20 nor cent Discount,

JUL NEW,

One-quart-

STYLES

TE

THIS IS FOR SATURDAY ONLY

I
P

OFF

1- -4

on all Children's Wash Suits

y

OR 30 DAYS
Our Pride Flour
$1.30 per Sack

Every Sack Guaranteed

,

Roller Mills

Las Vegas

Phone Main 131

ESTABLISHED

1

8

The

Your Curtains
This Spring

light-runnin- g

First Rational Rank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
- - Cashier
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

WATERMELONS

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

$2.00 Suits for......

The First of
the Week

HARVEY'S OPEN NOW
This famous mountain resort is now
ready for its 29th season. H. A. Har-re- y
will welcome the guests as of old.
Miss Burnham will see to their comfort and enjoyment. Terms as usual,
$10 per week. Carriage out each Wednesday and Saturday morning, return,
ing Tuesdays and Fridays; fare $1
each way. Leave orders at Murphey's
drug store or Harris Real Estate

;..-!.-
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JpH?STEARNS
GROCER.

Native, call at the

GREENBERGER'S

EmbeMsrt Your Home With a Few

Now Is an Ideal Time
We are offering- some fine, stylishly framed pictures at rediculously
"'
"
low prices
-

From 25c to $2.00

Look in our window and see what these pictures are
in and buy what You want. '

J.

itp

JOHNSEN
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite Coal, all sizes

risrifMiin gjm yym

Steam Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling

CORDON ph""'"i

Don't Borrow Your
Neighbor's Paper
Subscribe Today for
S6e'fOpiic and Have
One "of Your Own
--

R$TAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs. to 200 lbs., ,Each Delivery
Less Than 50 lbs., Earh Delivery

DIRECTORS PAY SHORTAGE
; Loyalton, Calif., June 9. The Bank

of Sierra Valley, . closed since the
disappearance of Cashier W. O. Miller, a week ago, was reopened today.
The stockholders of the bank have
made good an alleged shortage of
Miller's alleged shortage as
$27,000.
city treasurer is said to exceed $3,000.
No trace of him has been found.

PANSY and VERBENA PLANTS
35

Cents Per Dozen

This is "bully" weather for transplanting.

18

then come

"Complete Furnlakers of tho Homo."

20o per 10 lbs.
25o per 100 lbs.
30o peP 100 lbs.
4oc peP 100 lbs.
BOo per 100 lbs.

USE

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice the Puritv
and Lasting: Qualities of Which Have Made Las Veeas
Famous-Off- ice
701 Doug-laAvenue
s

BOUCHER'S

PcrooSatoro

FINE BIG

-

DEAL

A SQUARE

Fresh Roasted

or Phone Main 16 17

05o
75o

AGUA P.URA COMPANY
have

GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. MARKET

$1,121-- 2

SATURDAY ONLY

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main81.

614 Lincoln Avenue

For the Best Meats, Kansas City or

$1.50

$1.50 Suits for
$1.25 Suits for
$1.00 Suits for

Let us Launder

7

some now

Son
Rarch Phono

Perry Onion
Store Phono Main 462

Order

&

Main 276

COFFEE

'V

Gimfing DiaHoo'1

TAUP ERT'S

JEWELER

OPTICIAN

